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NNPA PUBLISHERS TO
MEET IN LOS ANGELES
The National Newspaper
Publishers Association (NNPA)
will hold its 53rd Annual
Convention at the Sheraton
' Grande Hotel in Los Angles,
California, Wednesday, June
23rd through Sunday, June 27th.
Over 300 Black newspaper publishers-historically known as
the Black Press of America, corporate executives and organization heads are expected to
attend the five-day event which
will feature issue forums, the
election of officers for the organization for the next two years
and numerous workshop panels
and networking receptions that
will bring together outstanding
leaders in entertainment, media,
politics, law enforcement and
religion.
The leaders of the Black
Press will host Nation of Islam
Minister Louis Farrakhan as the
convention's Thursday morning
speaker. Los Angeles Police
Chief Willie Williams will join
the Black publishers for the
Thursday luncheon, and
Speaker of the California
House, State Representative
Willie Brown, will address the
convention's participants on
Thursday evening. Retiring Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley,
the city's newly e~ected Mayor
Richard Riordan, U.S . Rep.
Maxine Waters, County
Supervisor Yvonne Burke will
also present issues and concerns
to the gathering of publishers
and editors. Combined forums
between members of the Black
Press and those of the
Congressional Black Caucus,
who will be in L.A. for a retreat,
are expected to produce special
projects and issues that Black
media and politicians will pursue in the near-tenn. In addition
to the elected officials that will
be in attendance, heads of many
other Black- and civil rigllts-oriented organizations will be participating in the convention.
Convention Coordinator, Ms.
Sonny Messiah-Jiles, Publisher
of the Houston Defender,
reports that leading Hollywood
celebrities such as Lou Rawls,
Denzel Washington and Blair
Underwood will join in the
NNPA functions. The publishers
' ' will enjoy a private screening of
: I :
' ' the new John Singleton movie,
"Poetic Justice," which stars
Janet Jackson, at the only
Black-owned, first-run theater
in tpe nation. NNPA President
Robert W. Bogle 's reception on
Wednesday will host and honor,
the world's first Black female
astronaut, Mae Jemison.
The publishers will provide a
"NNPA Salute to the Los
Angeles Black Press" and honor
publishers John Holoman, of the
Herald Dispatch, and Ken
Thomas, of the L.A. Sentinel. A
' I I recording of accomplishments
~~
• inside the organization will hapt
pen on Friday night when the
"NNPA Merit Awards Go
Hollywood" program is held to
salute its members for their
excellence in newspaper production.

Jordan & Barkley Misguided, Naive or
Unhappy says Leland Stein
Page B-2

Happy Fathers' Day
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Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks Honored

The System Is
Against Single
Parent Fathers
•

The father said
the County knows the
child wants to assert her
own freedom but will
not give him back his
child.

"No pictures were taken due to
no visible injuries."
" I have raised my daughter
virtually by myself since she was
4 months old." He was married
for one year during that time.
On June 9 the Riverside
local man says he was County District Attorney's office
being dealt with sent him a bill stating he must
unfairly by the pay $444.00 monthly beginning
Riverside County immediately for the upkeep of
Department of Public Social his daughter.
Services.
The father said the County
The father says his trou- _ _ _ _ _ 1cnows the child wants to
ble began on March 24,
assen her own freedom
1993 when he arrived
The
but will not give him
home after his swing shift Department's back his child. "I raised> •
job to find out that his
and took care of her for
teenage daughter was original
the 13 years of her life.
gone.
..
. Now she wants to assert..
As a single parent he petition sard her own freedom and the
panicked and dialed his the minor's system says she can do
ex-wi fe - she is no t the
that. They are also saybirth mother. The ex-wife father struck ing that we will do
said she would not tell him
everything possible to
his daughter's wherabouts. her about the find your fat~er guilty
The next morning he body with his for not allowmg you to
called the police and
assert your own freedom.
reported her as a runaway,
fists. . . We will also find him
and told them where he
guilty when you get in
thought she was.
trouble becau.~e of your new
On March 29, the Moreno tound freedo~. .
Valley Police informed him they
The father 1s sick a~mt what
had found his daughter and she has happened. At a time when
was going to be placed in protec- society is cal~g for Bl~c~.~en
tive custody because she made to take on their respons1b1ht1es,
allegations of child battery. The this Black man gets stomped by
Department's original3 petition the system. There nee~s to be a
said the minor's father struck her balance and help for smgle parabout the body with his fists ents so we c~n have a healthy
resulting in visible marks and next generation. (Nam~s were
bruises. The Police report stated, left out to protect the family.)

A
Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks, second left, retiring executive director of the NAACP, accepts
a procramatlon In his honor at the NAACP Leadership Caucus Region v "Farewell
Salute" In Atlanta, GA. Corporate, polltlcal and civic leaders throughout the
southeastern United States paid tribute to Dr. Hooks for 40 years of leadership In the
clvll right movement, Including 15 years service as executive director of the NAACP.
Jolnlng in the celebration are, from left, former Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young; Mayor
Maynard Jackson; the honoree's wife, Frances Hooks; and lngrld Saunders Jon~s,
vice president, Corporate External Affairs, The Coca-Cola Company and "Farewell
Salute" co-chairperson.

NAACP Act-So Fundraiser celebrate Juneteenth at
the Riverside/ Moreno Valley NAACP's Second
Annual Act-So Cook Off and Showcase

N

AACP Academic,
Cultura l ,
Technological and
Scientific (Act-So)
Fundraiser will celebrate
Juneteenth at the Riverside/
Moreno Valley NAACP's
Second Annual (All Male) ActSo Cook Off and Showcase on
Saturday June 19, 1993, 3:00
p.m.-6:00 p.m., Palm Middle
School, 25551 Dracaea St. (corner of Indian) in Moreno Valley.
This event is being co-sponsored by the Moreno Valley
BSU. The donations will help
the 13, first place, local Act-So
winners to go to Indianapolis,
~r

Indiana in July where they will
compete in the i tional
NAACP Act-So Competitions.
The tickets are $10.00 for adults
which includes two chances to
win two nights, 3 days in Las
Vegas o r Laughlin, Dinner
Cruise for two o r a $25.00
NAACP. Membership. Tickets
for youth under 18 are $5 .00
(without chances).
Come support our youth!
The First Place Act-So winners
will be showcasing their academic, cultural, technological
and scientific achievements.
Have fun by choosing a winner
from among our local men that
cook. For further information

contact Mattie Grant at (909)
242•4897 r Lillian Harper at
(9()<)) 683-6225.
'
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S.B. First Triple Murder

,, :

Mlrosh, Higgs, North HS 1st
place In Ph sics

....

Andrea Taylor Norta Vista
HS. 1st place In Dramatics

-====~

Courtney Barlln, Pol; ,Hf 1st
place In Music Instrumental
Contem ora

T

he city of San
Bernardino' s first ever
triple murder has residents in shock and the
police department looking for
motives and suspects in the
crime.
Twin brothers and a 14 year
old girl were shot and killed.
They were Keonta Van Hook,
Dwayne and Darryl Russell ,
both 25 years old. '
Police said that the killer
struck at 3:00 p.m. in room 16
at the Terrace Motel, 2606 W.
Foothill Blvd., on the boundary
of San Bernardino and Rialto.
Police Information Officer,
Jim Hamlin, told Black Voice
News there are no suspect and
no motive for the killings. This
is the 39th slaying in the city
'¾<"' '
;,<
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Poet

Danielle Hobbs, Eisenhower
HS, 1st place In Dance

Manha Roseborough,
Rubidoux HS, 1st place
Original In Essay
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Tameeca Griffin, canyon
Springs HS, 1st place In

B11sim•s-;
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Keisha Hughes, Canyon
Springs HS, 1st place In
Music Vocal Contempo~ry

,- ..aer• i

Micheal Pentalakls, anyon
Springs HS, 1st place In
Painting

Marlene White Norco HS, 1st
place In Photography

De Leon Frazier, Moreno
Valley HS, 1st place, Music
vocal Classic

•

this year.
The twins were shot in the
room and Van Hook, who had
been reported as a runaway by
her mother, was standing by the
door and it is not known if she
was running from the room or
an innocent bystander outside of
the motel room door.
According to the police, they
received a call from the motel
manager who stated that three
people had been shot. When
police arrived, they found the
girl and one of the men dead at
the scene. The other brother was
transported to a local hospital
and died a short time later.
Anyone with information is
asked to call (909) 384-5742.

Dr. Maulana Karenga To

Speak at S.E.L.F Program

S

.E.L.F. Youth Center
and the Inland area
Kawanza Committee
presents "Ceremony of
Return", celebration for the
Rites of Passage Youth program. The public is invited to
attend a free lecture and commencement by Dr. Maulana
Karenga, who will be the
keynote speaker Friday, June
25, 1993, 6:00 P.M,at Temple
Baptist Church (Pastor Ray
Turner), 1583 W. Union Street·
San Bernardino, California,
(909) 888-2038. This is ad
opportunity for the community
to come out and honor 20
African- American boys who
have successfully completed a
5-1/2 month initiation into manhood.
Dr. Maulana Karenga ~ill
lecture on, 'Rites of Passlige
Youth", for African-American
boys. Dr. Maulana Karenga has·
taught Black and Ethnic Studies·
at the University of California,
Riverside and Black Studies at
Los Angeles, Dominguez Hills.
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Our
Bodies

• Dr. Ernest Levister
Dear Dr. Levister: I urinate
frequently and get up two to
three times every night. My
doctor tells me that I have a
benign enlargement of the
prostate gland. He has also
recommended a transurethral
resection of the prostate. Are
there any alternatives available?
I.S.
Dear I.S.: By age 60, 50% of
the males will have benign
pro static
hypertrophy
(enlargement of the prostate
gland, which is located around
the urethra just after it leaves the
bladder), and by age 85 this
• problem will afflict 85%.
By age 50, between 10 and
25% of the males have had a
, prostatectomy. Approximately
500,000 prostatectomies are
done each year and in 1985
transurethral prostatic resection
(TURP) was second only to
cataract extractions as a major
operation producing the greater
total cost under MediCare
coverage. It has been estimated
that the overall medical cost of
, TURPs will soon exceed one
billion dollars annually in the
United States.
In a series of 4,000 patients
who had a TURP between 1978
and 1988, 97% reported

Decorating
Den
By Denise Ellison-McCarthy
Staff Writer
Which room in your home
makes a first and lasting
impression? It's your foyer.
This is a keynote area that
should say "welcome" to family
and friends. It should reflect
your personality and introduce
, the mood and style of the
remainder of your house. How
can so much be achieved in what
is usually such a small space?
Indeed, it is the very
limitation of this restricted area
that permits the greater scope for
your ingenuity and imagination.
Since it is transitional, where
one seldom. lingers, you can try
way-out ideas, unusual objects
and striking colors with little
danger of their becoming
tiresome. Why not indulge your

immediate favorable outcome
with operative deaths of 0.2%.
Long term complications include
contracture of the bladder neck
in 10%; stricture or narrowing
down of the urethra in 2 to 5%;
erectile dysfunction, 5%; and
ejaculation back into the bladder
in 50-75%. Ten to twenty
percent of the patients required
repeat procedures within eight
years.
There appears to be
alternative procedures on the
horizon.
Balloon dilatation of the
prostate gland in numerous
series have demonstrated that
70% of the patients initially note
remission in symptoms of
obstruction of urine flow though
one to two years late r their
symptoms return.
There are trials utilizing
thermal destruction of the
prostate gland.
The outlet obstruction due to
enlargement of the prostate has a
mechanical component because
of the bulky t issue and a
dynamic component because of
smooth muscle fibers . Several
studies have indicated that drugs
may be used for treatment of the
dynamic component.
The specific reason that the
gland enlarges is controversial
but aging and masculizing
hormones are requi red for its
development. Suppression of
testosterone will cause decrease
in size of the prostate gland but
will also cause an often
unacceptable side effect of
sexual dysfunction. With
discontinuation
of
the
medication the gland returns to
its enlarged state within si x
months.
Because of the high cost, and
problems with side effects of the
TURP, it i s antici pated th at
further research will be done for
alternate methods of treating
benign prostatic hypertrophy.
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Clinton Traps Black Caucus
B
Comments
E
leanor Clift in Newsweek
magazine summed up
President Ointon's political strategy to win back White
voters.
Does publicly insulting the
Congressional Black Caucus
and other members of the civil
rights lobby help Clinton with
Whites?
"Sacrificing Guinier has its
roots in the Sister Souljah
strategy that Clinton used so
successfully
during
the
campaign. By criticizing a littleknown Black rap singer for
making anti-White comments at
a civil rights forum, Clinton
showed White surburban voters
he could stand up to the more
insistent liberal elements of the
Democratic Party, personified
by the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
While Guinier's nomination was
badly bungled and she was
personally
humiliated,
Democratic strategists believe
Clinton ultimately gains by
picking a fight with his political
base," Oift writes in Newsweek.
Cli ft summed up " the
revamped Clinton strategy in
three phases : please White
middle class men; kiss off
liberals; court Perot voters."

"Where is
the
Black

"Welfa re Reynolds,
USA
Today
r.
Caucus" is not columrust, asks.
a part of the old
What the Black community
Caucus going to
civil
rights
really needs is political
go?" said a.....,,,...,.....,..,,,....,....,= ====- =.,.....
prominent
movement with representation to get Blacks off
W h i t e
a moral power of welfare rolls - not the
Democrat. "Are
base earned present emphasis on maintaining
they going to
from
the a poverty class.
the Republican
struggle for
As long as Black legislators
Party?"
responsibili ty pursue this poverty agenda, they
Anyway,
a
n
d will remain outside of the
there you have
opportunity.
mainstream of American
it - right in the
The more politics, forced to back political
face of the tin
Clinton offers losers who cannot gamer
cup brigade and
the
Black favorable public opinion.
the Clarence
l i b er a l Clinton's low standing and the
Thomas Lynch
D em ocr at s Black Caucus' frustration are
mob of Black
w el f are text book example of this
D e m o c rat i c Tony Brown
benefits, t he reality.
liberals.
In
more midd le
The lesson is an old one: You
response, the Black Caucus said America dislikes it and the more can not be a one-party
it will boycott Clinton's isolated it becomes. After all , community in a two-party
Legislation. Hell will freeze Clinton can always depend on system.
over before they disrespect the members of his own party to
Call 1-800-955-7667 for
man who disrespected them . vote them down.
information on how you can
They' re too loyal.
Which is why Black start your own business fo r
To help these disgruntled Democrats would be better off under $100 distributing hi-tech
Blacks save face, however, not voting for Cli nton's produces as a part of The Buy
Clinton will pacify them with legislation, and guaranteeing its Freedom Network.
another fake move at inner-city defeat, then rewarding him for
Tony Brown's Journal TV
spending increases and more once again playing "The race series can be seen on your local
earned income-tax credits. He card."
public television station, (PBS).
recognizes the anti-small
"While it is foolish to mutiny
business, anti-deficit reduction on your own ship , if you ' re
Black Caucus as nothing more being tossed overboard, what
than a welfare-rights lobby. This does i t matter?" Barbara
rr,

t
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decorating fantasies?
Entrances come in countless
shapes and sizes. If it is rather
small, you will want to make it
look as interesting as possible. If
it is unusually large, you will
want to create warmth.
Long narrow hallways can be
treated with wallcovering that
has a ve rtical stripe- floral
stripes are a particular favorite in
foyers.
A vital consi deration in
planning an entrance is that it is
a high traffic area.
Ideally, your entrance
contains a coat closet, but if it
doesn't, in st all a wardrobe,
armoi re o r even a charming
Victorian hatrack as a substitute.
Any means of hanging coats in
the foyer is better than throwing
them on a bed.
Put your best decorating foot
forward and make a grand
entrance!
For appointments call (909)
789-1172.

ft~ m~~ ·' 3'm~ ·~1~'°
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Eric Jones Put AContract Out
. On His Family For $2.65.
Eric Jones loves h is family, yet every d ay, he risks their lives
fo r a p ack- a -day habit. He's no t a crim ina l, b ut h e is a
killer. . . he's a smoker. W hen he smokes, formaldehyd e, a rsenic,
ben zene and 40 other known carcinogens are released into the
air his fam ily b reathes.
Every year as many as 53,000 nonsmokers d ie fro m respiratory, heart and other diseases, all linked to exposure to secondhand
smoke. M any thousands more suffer from diseases and illnesses
related to secondhand smoke.
In adul t nonsmokers, exposure to secondha nd sm oke increases the risk of developing lung cancer, heart and lung
disease, high blood pressure and seriously aggravates allergies
and asth m a.

For children, the stakes are much higher. More than 300,000
infectious diseases among young children each year are directly
linked to their for ced exposure to smoke. Children of smokers
o ften d evelop acute r espiratory disea ses including p neum on ia
and bronchitis, a nd asthma.
Before you light up, remember that secondhand smoke kills.
When you smo ke, your family smokes.

WARNING:
SECONDHAND SMOKE KILLS.
California Department of Health Services
I
I

(909) 889-0506.
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1993 Gallery Of Greats Exhibition To Be Unveiled

B
"f. Assemblyman Baca
't"t Named As Committee
.; ·Member Of NCSL

yr

Assemblyman Joe Baca (DSan Bernardino) has been named
·•.- as a member of the Education
· Committee of the national
, Conference of State Legislators
•• (NCSL).
;. The committee is one of
\ eleven standing committees and
, two task forces of NCSL's
., Assembly on the Legislature
:-·(AOL), which serves as a form
,, for the exchange of ideas and
information among state
L, legislatures. The AOL meets
v three times a year to address
" critical issues facing the stages · - twice in state capitals and
, critical issues facing the states -1 twice in state capitals and once
1 in conjunction with NCSL's
,:Annual Meeting. Issue high on
, the committee's agenda this year
include education finance,
' higher education accountability,
I.and education reform and
restructuring.
Assemblyman Joe Baca is
from Rialto and represents the
state's 62nd Assembly District.
"As a member of the
Education Committee, I will be
f able to share information and
l exchange ideas on the wide
: variety of issues confronting
~ states today," Assemblyman
Baca said. "I look forward to
,, working on these critical issues
with my colleagues from
throughout the country."

READ THE
VOICE

hope that the Gallery will
provide all people with a better
understanding and appreciation
he Miller Brewing for the contributions AfricanCompany
hosted Americans have made to
recently a celebration at the mainstream America."
Southland
Corporation's
The Gallery of Greats, which
headquarters to commemorate is celebrating its 10th year, is a
the birthday of Dr. Martin collection of portraits of
Luther King Jr. and unveil the African-Americans, both living
1993 Miller "Gallery of Greats." and deceased, who have made
Noted civil rights attorney Fred significant contributions to
D. Gray, and broadcast media American culture in business,
magnate Percy E. Sutton who education, politics and the
are each featured in the Gallery performing arts. All the artists
of Greats exhibition, were on commissioned by Miller to do
hand to assist in the unveiling of the portraits are AfricanAmericans.
the 1993 Gallery.
"The individual honored in
In addition to the unveiling,
this year's gallery exemplify the Southland and Miller also made
heroes of our community." said a corporate contribution to
Noel Hankin, Miller's director Dallas-based Paul Quinn
corporate relations. "It is our College.

T

Juneteenth Plans Finalized

T

he Inland
Empire
"Juneteenth"
Emancipation Celebration
Committee has finalized plans
for its 10th Annual Celebration
on Sunday, June 20th from 17pm at Cal State University, San
Bernardino in the lower
commons area.
Included among the many
activities planned for the day
are: games for kids and adults,
guest speakers, gospel music,
drill
teams,
musical
entertainment, and a variety of
foods, booth and exhibits.
It will be a Father's Day/
Family Affair and admission is
free and open to the general
public.
The entertainment programs
includes recording artists - "City
MC's," "CAR-DELITE," and
"T.R.I.G." A Special Fashion

Show will be provided by Alana
Knowles and Patricia Bell.
Other guest entertainers are:
Teddy Bear and the Might O.T.
from KUCR FM 88. 1 (The
Morning Crew), Johnny Bell,
the Anti-Drug Rapper, D.J .
Thomithy Tomm and Mc Jokey,
Maxine Davis (gospel), the
"New Jones Girls," "Dead
Linguistics," and Jassy Morton
(Former Miss Teen County,
Riverside).
Special guest participants are
the award winning San
Bernardino Boys and girls Oub
"Pacesetters" drill team. Games
for kids provided by Tensia
Caddell and special music
segments by Mike "C" of Mike
"C" Productions and the Rap
Group City MC's.
For Booth space of more
information, contact James
Ceasar at (909) 384-8131 .

·
Miller's director corporate relations, Noel Hankin, (far Chris Moore, (I), vice president national retail sales
I), Broadcast media magnate Percy E. Sutton, (2nd I), for MIiier Brewing Co. and Clark J. Mathews II (r),
Southland's manager urban affairs programs, Jeanne president and ceo of the Southland Corp. present

Hitchcock, (2nd r), and attorney, Fred D. Gray, ( far r)

Dr. Lee Monroe, president of Paul Quinn College.

LAWRY'S LAUNCHES PARTNERSHIP IN
EDUCATION PROGRAM

f<
-lo.·~-••._
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At a recent presentation dinner, Lawry's Foods, Inc. honored five Los Angeles Innercity schools by launching the Partners In E~'-:l~~tlon, program. Joh~ t;teU {third from

right), vice president grocery marketing and Teri Lim {second from rfght), consumer
communications manager of Lawry's Foods, Inc. pause for a moment during dinner
with (from left} John Leichty, Los Angeles Unified School District superintendent;
Adolf Dulan, owner of Aunt Klzzy's Back Porch and Lawry's Chefs-On-Tour
participant; Gene McCallum, Los Angeles Unified School District middle school
coordinator; and Floyd Lewis, fleld representative of ~arbara Boudreaux's office.
Lawry's five Partners In 'Education are Audubon middle School, Bret Harte
Preparatory middle School, Charles Drew Junior High School, John Muir Middle
School and Mary M. Bethune Middle School. Lawry's Partners In Education prog~am
Includes a Chefs-On-Tour lecture series and a Mlnl~Grant program. It Is 0l'le segment
of the "In Celebration of African-American Heritage" program which Includes suppq,:t
of various community events and organizations.
··

!Happy Father's Dayl
The
BIBLE SAYS
CRUSADE
Hear Evangelist Allen Sovory
A Certain Voice with a Certain Message
in These Uncertain Times

Second Big Week
Sat., June 19 THE BIBLE'S ANSWER TO THE BLACK MAN'S
QUESTIONS. Is the Black race cursed? This
message will separate fact from fiction.
Sun., June 20 THE END OF THE WORLD, IS IT NEAR? Is Jesus
really corning again?
Mon., June 21 WHERE DID THE DEVIL COME FROM?
Tue., June 22 HOW TO BE SAVED, AND KNOW IT.
Wed., June 2.3 THE HOLY SPIRIT (Holy Ghost). Who is He?
What Is His relationship to the human family?
How do you receive Him?
Thu., June 24 NO MEETING
Fri., June 25

THE FOUR BIGGEST CHEATS IN THE INLAND
EMPIRE (Youth Night).

Sat., June 26

GOD'S MIRROR, HAVE YOU BROKEN IT?

ALL SEATS NIB FREE

EVERYONE IS WELCOME

t;ach Evening at 7:15 p .m . except Monday and Thursday
Bloomington Jr. High Sc:bool Auditorium
18829 Orange St., BloomJngton, Califomia
Off Cedar and the 10 freeway
@ 1993 The Coca-Cola Company. ·coca-Cola· and the Dynamic Ribbon device are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cota Company.

J

For Information Or Rides call 78.3-4766 Or 276-8.326 (Message)
Healing Service for the sick, family problems, drug abuse...
Bring Your Prayer Request for the Prayer Scroll each Wednesday evening

·.I
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PROFESSIONAL.TOUCH
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Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling

FOR THE BESI'

speclollzlng In

Attorney at Law

Two story and slngle story painting Int/ext.
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms.
Do tall repair or replace

4166 Almond Street

Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 683-1777

M~EaS

(909) 874-3831
P.O. Box 2182
Rialto, CA 92376

15 yrs. exp.

Otis Jones
Attorney At

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More ...

'NO CREDIT
REQUIRED

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES
'Dresses•Suits•Casua£ ana'Evening 'J#ar
• Ylccessories
HAS MOVED TO
COURTYARD CENTER
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET
COLTON, CA 92324

CELLULAR

Next To Berean Christian Store
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon

TOUCH INC .

Our Hours Are:

Per Month Includes
unlimited Airtime and
pager.

Call Me At

Just Opened

Indtgo
6510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA

(909).686-2337

Hours
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm• Sun 12 pm-6 pm

909-783-3344 .

C. DINKINS

M-F 9 to 6
Sat. 9-3

AND COMPANY

Attorney At Law

.

Plumbing at its
Bestt

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501 SAM LEE

(909) 276-1701

PARALEGAL SERVICES
o Guardianship
o Adoptions
o Conservatorship
o Probate
o Name Change
o Evictions
o Restraining Orders
o Divorces
o And much more
Call for anappointment- (909) 784-6502
J. Lynch

Call For free
estimates.

Riverside, CA 92507

Tanya Humphery

Umar Abdul-Hakim

Visa-Maslen::ard Accepted

(909) 684-0484

(909) 781-9575

92506

Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -

6876 lndlana, Ste._I • Riverside

Albert Johnson Jr.

(909) 357-6993

African-American
Gift & Bookstore

$9.95

(909) 8885579.

13819 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana, CA 92335

.9Lnytliing (j-ozs
'Boutique

Law
696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

~ ~

23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
909-242-3414

PAGE ME!!

(909) 683-1777

Precession ruts
Press & curls
Relaxers

IN 1RAVEL PLANS

·ooN'T HAVE HOME CHURCHT"'======------....L.,_--==--========-4
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

Tri - Star

Remodeled hlstorlcal decorated Chapel & recptlon·
Halls. lr,cludes: Minister, Organist.& water fountains.
License also avallable htf4i:· holds 2-300 guests.
Semi Formal - $125 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding &' Reception • $550
Basic Wedding
Incl. Lie. - $91
Call for many other services
and Wedding programs.

Tri - Star
Famtly Dental Centre
•

• General Dentistry
•D
_ en t aI L a b On Prem I ses
• Same Day Repair
.

• Most Insurance Accepted
• Chlldren
•Seniors

VICTORY CHAPEL

I

9 A~:~:sP.M. 1
Wednesday
10A.M.-7P.M.
1
Friday
1
9A.M.-GP.M. i
Saturday. ,
by appt.

682-6070 ·

5541 Van Buren
Riverside, CA

1

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
(714) 875-1299

884-6105

call

HouRs Mon. Tues.

Salon
J
Unlimited
351-8331
Services Include: Press & Curls•
Precision Cuts • Hair Weaving
Open Seven
Days A Week
Dorothy Gill,
Owner/ Operator

Call For-Your· Appointmenl

Operators: Dorothy Brooks,
Verona Nembhard, Desire Daniels

i • · ..

for advertisem ent information

Charles L. Stewart

--Agency-State Farm Insurance
Specializing In
•Church
•Business
•Condominiums
•Life
•Apartments

LEONIES CREATIONS
Clothing uniquely fashioned for you

LOOK

-

t -

FOR

ANNOUNCING ...

SPECIAL
3585 Main St., 2nd Floor
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 784-8402

--lnsurance-1-909-653-1133

WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE

AND

HIP HOP AEROBICS

TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING
PROFESSIONAL

VVI

T

H

LI

V

E

COUPONS

DJ

SHOP

FREE FREE FREE

ROBERT

(909)357-1990

OR

THURS. FEB.

~WITH

N,-, P FIOR

.THE

HARREL

TRIAL CLASS;·

18TH 1993
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM

(909)276-5556

OFFICE

PARALEGAL SERVICES
fl Guardianship
fl Conservatorship
fl Name Change
fl Restraining Orders
fl and much more

fl Adoptions
fl Probate
fl Evictions
fl Divorces

EX PERIENCE

N ECESS/\RY
PAR7Y PARTY PARTY

BLACK

BRE DANCE STUDIO
909-787-8707
. 3641 9TH STREET- RIVERSIDE
(CORNER OF 9TH

VOICE

& ORANGE)

450 Powell Street • San Francisco, CA 94102

Call for an appointment - (9o<J)784-6502
J Lynch

"Sert•ing the Comm1111ity ll'ilh Quality Care and Erpert Sen-ice."
Weaves (10" - 28"), Relaxers
Wave Nouveau, Style Cuts, Shampoo Set,
Perms, Wraps, + more.....

23080 D-220 Alessandro Bhd • Morc.:no \ "alk·y. CA

,:--------------$--:,

WIGS:
Elura, Naomi Sims, Prince Marco Borhese, Hair
Fashions, Tony of Beverly
HATS:
Mr. His Classic Hats!
233 E. STATE ST., STE. 5

•

-

,.••••

Styling Aids: Nexus, Dudley, Peter
Haintz, Kizure

REDLANDS, CA

1Blouses ....................................... 2.50 I
: ILaundry Shirts..........................$1.00 I

( 909) 792 - 2202

Nextto GarticRose
andOonJose

i

•

~

I

L----------------~

.(silk X•tra)

O:'l,;I . l> ,\Y \I I 1-:H .\ l"lo, s 1· H

•

•

•

• •••'••••I

SPECIAL

1

]., ••DRAPERY'•

-=--=

IDresses .......................................$4.75 I

•

•

IPants ...........................................$2.oo I"
g ~ •
, ~l><I
= ~-=-+--=-iflsuits ............................................$4.751
Alessandro
I

o-..; 1-: I>.-\ Y ( I 1:.\ :-.; I :'I.<, s I · R \

92373 •

(909) 656-413_1 -·•· '

:

79¢Rr::;;N~o:;_~:A

PER PLEAT LINED 1

•••••••••••••

I

I

•

Must present coupon with 1ncom1ng cwders.

I

no!

..

••lod "''"ctho, oHo,s . E,p,,.. Fob. 93

R·eligion
CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS
The Black Voice News
COLTON
GRAND TERRACE
Institute of Divine M-etaphylscal
Resarch
William Beamon
(909) 823-2200
(Meeting Place)
582 W. Valley Blvd
Colton, CA 92334
Mailing Address- P.O. Box 0012
Fontana, CA 92324
(Meeting Times)
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Sunday- 11:00 am - 1:00 pm

Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
(909)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY

FONTANA
Methodist
Bethel AME
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909) 350-941)1
Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
(909) 350-9646
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
B.T.U.
5:00p.m.
Prayer and Bible
7:00p.m.
Study Wed.
Ephesian New Testament
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
(909) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
(see ad for services)

REDLANDS
Baptist
Community Missionary Baptist
939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 793-2380

RIALTO

The Living Word Deliverance
Center
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
12:30pm
Wednesday Night 7:00 pm

Good News Missionary Baptist
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 55743
(909) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song&
Praise Service
9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship

RIVERSIDE
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
4()()() Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
Rev. H. Bratton
11100 Cedar Ave.
Bloomington, CA 92316
(909) 871-2978
Worship Services
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship & Praise
12:30p.m.

Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Pastor Elder Jesse Wtlson
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.

BLACK VOICE

AMOS TEMPLE
2719 11111 St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)883,,1187

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Worship Services
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Wonbip 11:INI a.m.
--------Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
1:30 p.m.

First Baptist

W o r ship With Us At

v;es~ is't,o~ N

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal
l:30p.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
Pastor Elder Timothy Nixon
275 E. Grove St Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401

O

Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnyinead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 486-4864
Dr.E. Jones
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor El~er George King
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.

This Week Try A
Church That
Advertises In
Our Directory

Canaan Baptist Church
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(909)353-1010
Sunday Bible Study
9:15a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00p.m.
Tuesday Church
7:00p.m.
Workers Meeting
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
Wednesday
7:00p.m.

4:00p.m.

New Covenant Bible Church
P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
St., Corner of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(909) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m.

First Baptist Church
Rev. Marvin L . Brown
277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

I

11:00 a.m.

Second Baptist, Redlands
Rev. A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(909)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

Baptist
New Hope Baptist
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(909) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.

Non Denominational
Loveland
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor I
'
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

Morning Worship
Adventist
Youth Program

Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church ·
Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
15950 Indian Ave., MV
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

PERRIS

Seventh bay Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(909) 822-4349
Pastor Elder Ivan Williams ·

L
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P.O. Box 1399

Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

Sunday Worship Location:
Eliwanda High School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Service Times:
8:00 a.m.
Hallelujah SeIVice
11:00 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
6:00p.m.

-,~

I( ·

1111

1

Sunday

Chuck Sing/don
Seni« Pastor

WEEKLY SERVICES

4:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45 a.m.
BYPU (1st)
5:30p.m.
Evening
6:00p.m.

Apostolic/Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30am.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training
Union/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Tues. Teachers
Meeting
7:00p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00p.m.
"Blood Bought" Deliverance
Ministries
(An inter-denominational Ministry)
Pastor Patrick Belton
Sunday Services
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNCrown Room, 1200 University
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507
Call (909) 788-2563 for info.
The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)684-{;923
Worship Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Service
ll:30a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
Tuesday Bible Srudy
7:30p.m.
General Service
Friday
7:30p.m.

Non Denominational
Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor

6770 Magnolia
Riverside, CA 92506
(909) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Stteet
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9: 15 am.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.Di.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday
Bible Srudy
7:45 p.m.
St. John Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

For Weekly
Church News
Subscribe To
The Voice

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riversid e , CA 92502
(909)684-75 32
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9 : 15 a.m .
De votional S er vic e s 10: 15 a .m.
Nursery Opened
10:15 a .m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Pray e r Services
7:00 p .m .

Pastor T. E llswort h
Gan tt, II

Order Of Services

Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission - 1:30 pm

Wednesday

Church Of Godin Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple •
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
.2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 am.
Evening Service
6:30 am.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Tuesday

The Great Family Assembly

11:00a.m.

(909) 887-5213

Early Morning Worship - 7 :45 am
Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Bible Study & Choir Practice - 6:00 pm

1

Adventist Youth
Services
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Seivice
Friday Evening

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

hurch

277 E. Fifth Street

D

Church Seivice

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Tuesday Teen Bible Study
Wednesday Bible Study

9:45 am
11:00 am
6:00 pm
6:00pm
7:00pm

.,.::;;:;.::::.a.:.::..:..:.:==.:===:a...........;'---..;:__ _ _ _~----=:~~:...;..:=;t
,, :. , - - - -- - - - - -- - NEW JOY
BAPTIST CHURCH

-,

Temple
Missionary .
Baptist
;C_h urch
f

1

Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:4&AM-i
8:00AM. ,.

& 11 :00AM . ·

1583 West Union Street
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411 '.
(714) 888-2038

Teen Summit Tuesday
Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study

7:00PM .
6:30 PM ,
7:00P~ ! 1

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
Worship Services

Sunday:
Sunday School
9:15a.m.
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study
7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munf ord,M. Div.
· "Everyone Is Welcome"

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA
92411
(909)887-1718
Sunday Worship
Services
8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m . .
Wednesday
Blble Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks .
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St. Paul Give Generous Scholarships

BR IEF

COGIC Establishes
Jurisdiction In San Bernardino

111:1:

@

he Church of God In
Christ, which has its
international
headquarters in Memphis,
Tennessee has established a
jurisdiction _in the Inland
Empire, with the city of San
Bernardino being its base.
The COGIC is the largest
Black Pentecostal, religious
organization in the world with
approximately four million
member worldwide.
The new jurisdiction, COGIC
Southern California 3rd Ecc.
Jurisdiction will be located at
the Holy Deliverance Church,
795 North "K" Street, San
Bernardino, where the Pastor is
Elder Billie Hodge.
The jurisdiction prelate will
be His Grace, Bishop Nathaniel
Jones, Jr. of Barstow, CA. He
has served as Bishop of the

~: Temple Baptist Evangelism
'"Outreach will be going door-todoor on Saturday, June 19th to
~-· invited anyone to worship with
them on Prodigal Sunday, June
20th. Temple Baptist is located
at 1583 W. Union St. San
Bernardino.

Citizen Awareness
Seminar Part 2
Pastor LeMar Foster Sr.
announces the second of a series
of Citizen Awareness Seminars
to be held on Saturday, June
26th at New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church, 1575 W. 17th
Street, from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. For
·µtore infonnation call (909) 8872526.

New Joy Presents
Summertime Tea

BIBLE SAYS''
CRUSADE

Hear Evangelist Allen Savory
·----~- .. .. ·-··•·r-·-·-~---·:·:·······.- ···· ·

Starting June 23rd, Rev.
Melvin Cole the founder of
._~nnual Prayer Vigil At
Meadowbrook
Life Changing Ministries Nondenominational Ministry,
Life Changing Ministries will be touring back east,through
invite all interested to attend an the states of
Georgia,
annual prayer vigil for the Michigan, Kansas, New Orleans,
Inland Empire on Friday, June and Tennessee.
While in
25th from 6 p.m. to midnight at Tennessee he will be the guest
Life Changing Ministries.
speaker at the Reverend Al
Life Changing Ministries is Green's Church in Memphis.
located at 5395 North "F" Street,
For further information
San Bernardino. Call (909) 882- please call (909) 882-0902.
3277 for more infonnation.

Perris, CA 92570
(909) 657-5705
Pastor, Rev. Randolph
Douglas
Order Of Service
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship 10:30
a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study 6:30p.m .
Prayer
12 Noon

Coming to the Rubidoux
/Bloomington area, the
"Bible Says Crusade" with
Evangelist Allen Savory
and his company.
, Evangelist Savory has
;f preached in the great
;' metropolitan cities from the
: East Coast to the West
; Coast, in the tropics of
: Pohnpei, Micronesia, and
· the Philippines. Thousands
have found new meaning
for life and found answers
to llie's baffling questions
and problem in this
unforgettable Bible series.
Plan not to miss a night!

New Visions
Christi.an
Community ~hurch

Religious Task Force Bethel AME Church
Takes Aim At Community 24480 Sophie St.

,,

Beginning June 12, 1993
at 7:15 P.M.

Meeting At: St Chr~topher Catholic
Church
13S10 Perris Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA
Adult Education Bldg. Class Rm. #7

FIRST WEEK

Saturday- June 12 - 7:15 p.m. · A

Worship Schedule:
Sunday:

Christian Growth Training -- 9:30 am
Morning Worship Service -- 10:30 am
Tuesday: Prayer Meeting -- 7:00 pm
Bible Study -- 7:30 pm

·v oices In

PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS

SUNDAY SERVICES

Sunday School ...........................................................9:30a.m.

Morning Service ......................................................11:00a.m.
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................6:30p.m.

'

'
'

: SAN BERNARDINO
:· aptist
: Bethesda Misswnary Baptist
Church
: 1356 N. ML Vernon Ave.
, San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
' Sunday Services
l Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
, Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.

Praise'•·rl.

Saturday, 6 PM-9PM
(714) 684-7017 or

Prayer .......................................................................8:30a.m.

: Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
: 5530 34th Street
: Rubidoux, California
: Mailing Address:
: P.O. Box 1355
: Riverside, CA 92502
, (909) 276-8374
, CJeveJand Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
:· Saturday Services
: Song Service
9: 15 a.m.
, Sabbath Schoo]
9:30 a.m.
: Chw-ch Service
11:00 a.m.
: Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m.

IS JESUS CHRIST? Is He God? Are
there three Gods or one? Or three in

Quinn AMI .

"A Lay - Shepherding :
Clturclt
Ministry Fulfilling The ' Rev. Frank Gray, l'astor
Needs Of Our Listeners"
22P20 Allessandro
Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA
KPRO 1570 AM
P2552
(Alessandro &

2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-0170

COME WORSHIP
WITH US
YOU'LL LOVE IT!

Wednesday - June 16 - 7:15 p.m. THE BIBLE - IS IT INSPIRED OR
EXPIRED? Is it scientifically
accurate? Can it be trusted?
Thursday - Tune 17- No Meeting
Friday- June 18 - No Meeting
Saturday - June 19 - 7:15 p.m. - THE
BIBLE'S ANSWER TO THE BLACK
MAN'S QUESTIONS. Is the Black
race cursed? this message will
separate fact from fiction.

TROUBLED WORLD.
Monday -June 14 - No Meeting
Tuesday- June 15 - 7:15 p.m. - WHO

We are a come as you are church!

RIVERSIDE FAITH
TEMPLE MINISTRIES

one?

NEW WORLD ORDER. Is it here? Is
it future? Come and find out!
Sunday-June l3 - 7:15 p.m. - HOW
TO GET RID OF ANGER,
RESENTMENT, AND BITIERNESS,
AND HAVE PEACE OF MIND IN A

,

: Bright Star Misswnary Baptist
~ Pastor K. Solomon Williams
. 5306ODEL
i. Rubidoux, CA
·· Sunday Services
. Morning Worship
8:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
: Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
: B.T.U.
5:30p.m.
: Evening Service
7:00p.m.

Everyone is invited. For
funher infonnation please call
(909) 889-1266.

''THE

New Joy Baptist Church
presents their Fourth Annual
.. Summenime Tea and Fashion
Show on Saturday, June 26,
1993 from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. at
. the Janet Goeske Center, 5257
-::~ierra, Riverside. For more
infonnation call (909) 351-8331.

The Religious Community
Task Force is a community
based task force consisting of
ministers and other community
leaders, which was organized
two years ago to address the
problems in our streets.
The Force holds Friday Night
;·Prayer Vigils in local churches
: all over the Inland Empire. For
, more infonnation contact your
. local church to see how to get
: involved

states of Utah and Idaho for a
total of 23 years. Mrs. Lois
Hodge of Rialto, CA has been
appointed to serve as Supervisor
of Women.
For several years, Bishop
Nathaniel Jones, Bishop George
McKinney of San Diego, and
other pastors from the Inland
Empire have traveled to
Memphis, the headquarters,
appealing to the General Board
of Bishops' and the General
Assembly for a jurisdiction,
based on the tremendous growth
in the area.
In April 1993, the General
Assembly ratified the request,
thus, the jurisdiction will be
hosting its Holy Convocation,
June 28th thru July 3, 1993.

T

Temple Baptist Goes
. Door To Door

San Bernardino, CA
(909) 381-4475
New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Non Denominational
Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods 5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 381-4885
(see ad for services)
Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward
3153N. Macy
San Bernarcµno, CA
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)
Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
·(909) 887-2138

osephine Birdsong-Lacey

Fredericlcl
(POPI 653-6650

Oao1•

ev. ran
01 SIRVICI

· Sunday Scllool

P:30 am
I I :00 am
7:00 pm Wednesday

Morning Wonllip
Bi.le Study
W1 y
SW1day Worship
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts. 16:9
Mt. Olive Baptist Church

2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
SW1day School
l0a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday BibJe
Study
Prayer Meeting
7p.m.
Mt. Rose Misswn Baptist

Church
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
SW1day Service
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
SW1day School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

aptist
New Life Misswnary Baptist
Church
Rev. EJijah S. Singltary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center.Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Sunday
Worship Service
11:00am.
Sunday11:00 a.m.
ChiJdren "s Chwch
MondayChoir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Mission Meeting
Thursday
Prayer & Praise
7:00 p.m.'
Service
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.
New Viswn Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
Pastors Jule~ Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Heart of Revival Chw-ch"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday Schoo]
9:30 am.
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.

Riverside (~o~~-)
Prayer Meeting
Friday

Grace Bethel MBC

10250 Cypress Ave.
7:30p.m. Riverside, CA 92053
(909) 352-1688
,Pastor Rev. Levonzo Gray

St. Paul AME Church
Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718
(see ad for services)

Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

Moreno Valley
Quinn Chapel AME
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(909) 653-6650 / 887-3076
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:30 am
Chw-ch Service 11am
BibJeStudy
Wednesday
7pm

Services:
Sunday School
·Evening Worship
2nd &4th
Monday Evagelism
Wednesday Prayer
Service

7:00 pm
6:30pm

Mt. Zion Baptist Church2111 W. Lincoln Street
San Bernardino, 92411
(909) 887-1411
Rev. H.L. Cambpell, Pastor
Order Of Service
Morning Worship
8:00 am
Sunday School
9:30 am ,
Morning Worship
11 :00 am :
Evening Service
7:00 pm
Tuesday Nite Mission 7:00 pm
Wednesday Nite Bible Study &
Prayer Meeting
7:00 pm ,
1st Sunday Communion
· New Birth Baptist Church
11131 Pierce Street
Riverside, CA 92503
, (909) 354-9090 or 341-0347(pager)
j Rev. E.V. Jernigan, Pastor
Order of Service
, Morning Service 10:00 am
Sunday Service 11:00 am
Wednesday Night
Prayer Service 7:30 pm

l

,-11111!.--------•I
SUBSCRIBE

9:30am
7:30pm

...

' "

.

'

Classifieds & Legals
- -Voice
- -News
- - - - - - - - --4--------------;P,n"'a=-=o-e-A-:--:_7=-------------------------;;Thursda",
June 17, 1993The-Black
o
..,
GIRLS WANTED

MEDICAL

Diamond Health Care
~eeklng RN'S, CNA's,
/LYN'S, Home Health
Aides (909) 274 • 9513.

Sports Radio

KMen
1290 needs part-time
Board
Operator.
Strong knowledge of
all sports. On-air
experience a plus.

99.1 KGGI
has an Immediate
opening for a Media
Consultant. Minimum
three years radio
sates expeflence.
Maintain and develop
direct, retail and
agency accounts.
Resume to: GSM,
2001 Iowa Avenue,
#200, Riverside, CA
92507 E.O.W.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The ro11owtng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DEE'S BOUTIQUE
5198 Arlington Ave.
Rlvenlde, CA 92504
DELOIS J. SWENSON
7890 Magnolia #22
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above onN/A.
ls/Delois J. Swenson
The filing or this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights or another under
rederal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk or Riverside County on
June 9, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
~.!'n~rc1er\ CONERLY
FIie No. 9'33336
/p/6/10/171241,711/93
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
, SALE
· Loan No. 11531947/STASTNY
T~: N9-114869'J
' UNITCODEA
'. AP# 145-061-052-4
· LA ME.SA TITLE COMPANY
as duly appointed Trustee
under the ro11ow1ng described
deed or trust WILL SELL AT
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH (In the forms which are
lawful lender In the United
States) and/or the cashier's
certified or other checks
specified In Civil Code Section
2924h (payable In run at the
time or sale) all right, title and
Interest conveyed to an now
held by It under said Deed or
Trust In the property
hereinafter described:
TRUSTOR: FREDERIC C.
STASTNY
KAREN E. STASTNY
BENEFICIARY: WESTERN
FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
recorded May 4, 1989 as Istr.
No. 144U2 page of Official
Records In the office of the
Recorder of Riverside
said deed of trust describes the
. rouowtng:
LOT~ OF TRACT NO. 4151,
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON
FILE IN BOOK 70, PAGES 61
AND 62 OF MAPS,
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
SAID LAND IS LOCATED IN
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE.
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 4124189. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
7980 GALWAY COURT,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
"(Ir a street address or
common designation of
•• property Is shown above, no
warranty is given as to Its
• completeness or correctness)."
; The beneficiary under said
• Deed or Trust, by reason of a
; breach or default In the
• obligation secured thereby,
• theretofore executed and
1 delivered tot eh undersigned a
: written Declaration of Default
and Demand ror Sale, and
1 written notice of default and of
election to cause the
undersigned to sell said
property to satlsry said
obllgatlons, and after the
undersigned caused said notice
• of default and or election to be
recorded January 19, 1993 as
Instr. No. 20584 of Official

,
I

from
Callfornta,
between 7-19, to
compete In this year's
5th annual 1993 San .
Diego Pageants. Over
$20,000.00 In prlzes1
and scholarships
Call today 1-aoo
PAGEANT· EXT. 4865

Sales
Representative
FISSOn, Marchant Producta
Division, a world leader in
the manufacture of pressuresensitive paper and film
materials, has an immediate
opening for a Sales Representative in our Los Angeles
territory.

SELLERS

Requirements Include a
Bachelor's degree, five years
manufacturing sales experience preferably through dis•
tribution channels, as well as
excellent verbal, written, and
aural communicalion skills.
40%-50% travel is typical.
Knowledge of the printing industry is a plus.

LICENSED CHILD ,
CARE FACILITY
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR
TEACHERS AND
AIDES CALL PAL
887-7002.

Interested individuals must
forward a resume (no telephone calls, please) to:

SUBSCRIBE

FIAOl'I, Merchant Products
Divieion
Human Resource Director
9292 Ninth St.

SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

I

6=-:ISON

SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIB

EOEWFN/0

REQUESff FOR SUBBBIDS
computeli hardware/software
Computerland of Redlands is
currently seeking qualifying
MBE/WBE companies to subbid
on federal, state, and local
contracts. All interested parties
contact: Computerland
Lynda A. Probst
(909)792-9442

I1.-----------------..J
s u B s CR I BE I
Records In the office of the

recorder or Riverside;
Said Sale of property will be
made In "as Is" condition
without covenant.or warranty,
express or Implied, regarding
title possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the

remaining principal sum of the
note(s) secured by said deed of
Trust, with Interest as In said
note provided, advances, If any,
under the tenns of said Deed of
Trust, fees, charges and
expenses of the Trustee and of
the trusts creatljd by said Deed
of Trust. Said sale will be held
on:
June 24, 1993, at 3:30 p .m. at
the Main Street entrance to the
County Courthouse, 4050
Main St., Riverside, CA.
At the time of<the initial
publlcatlon of this notice, the
total amount rthe unpaid
balance or the obligation
secured by the above described
deed or trust and estimated
costs, expenses, and advances
Is $89,656.15,
It Is possible that at the time of
sale the ope Ing bid may be
less than the total Indebtedness
due.
Date: 5/24193
LA MESA TITLE COMPANY
as said Trustee,
By T.D. SERVICE
COMPANY, agent
Frances DePalma, Assistant
Secretary
601 South Lewis St.
Orange, CA 92668
(714) 385-4700
IF AVAILABLE, THE
EXPECTED OPENING BID
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLINGTHE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
BEFORE THE SALE: (714)
385-4837 or (213) 627-4865
/p/6/3/10/17/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
THE WEDDING DRESS
COMPANY
3585 Main St. #209
Riverside, CA 92501
MAUREEN O'TOOLE
73373 Country Club Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92260
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on (Flied on
9/28/92 for Palm Desert
Address)
ls/Maureen O'Toole
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation or
the rights ohnother under

but without covenant or
James E. Emery and Charwarranty, express or implied
nel J. Emery, husband and
regarding title, possession
wife as Jomt fenants Re·
or encumbrances, to satisfy
corded 08/18/1989 in Book
the indebtedness secured
·· Page ··, Inst. II 282221
by said Deed, advances
of Official Records in the of•
thereunder, with interest as
lice of the County Recorder
provided therein, and the
of Riverside County, Caliunpaid principal of the note
fornia, and pursuant to the
secured by said deed with
Notice of Default and Elecinterest thereon as provided
tion to SeU thereunder rein
said Note, fees, charges
corded 02/16/1993 in Book
and expenses of the trustee
-- Page ·· Inst 11 58207 of
and of the trusts created by
said Official Records, wlll
said Deed of Trust
Sell on 06/24/1993 at
Standard Trust Deed
10:00 A.M. at the Main
Service Company, as
Street entrance to the
Trustee, 2600 Stanwell
County Courthouse, 4050
Drive, Suite 200, Concord,
Main Street, Riverside, CA
CA 94520, (510) 603·
at public auction, to the
7340, By: Debbte Jackson,
highest bidder for cash
Assistant Secretary, Dated:
(payable at the time of sale
05/2511993
in lawful money of the Unit·
ASAP87540
ed Stales), all right, title,
6/3, 6/10, 6/17
and interest, conveyed to
and now held by it under
said Deed of Trust in the
NOTICE OF
property situated In said
TRUSTEE'S SALE
County and State and deTrustee Sale No.
scribed as follows: Lot 26
F-37624-BH
of Tract No. 3739 as per
Title Order No.
Map recorded in Book 60,
5220131-54
Pages 51 and 52, of Maps,
Reference No. 808468
in the Office of the County
APN# 294·351·018·9
Recorder of Riverside
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
County.
UNDER A DEED OF
The street address and
TRUST DATED 03/26/92.
other common designation,
UNLESS YOU TAKE ACii any, of the real property
TION TO PROTECT
described above is purportYOUR PROPERTY, IT
ed to be: 9855 Fox Street,
MAY BE SOLO AT A
Riverside, CA 92503.
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU
The undersigned Trustee
NEED AN EXPLANATION
disclaims any liability for
OF THE NATURE OF THE
any incorrectness of the
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST
street address and other
YOU, YOU SHOULD
common designation, if any,
CONTACT A LAWYER.
shown herein.
On 07/07/93, at 10:00
The total amount of the
A.M., ARM Financial Corunpaid balance of the obli·
poration, Agent for Sonogation secured by the propma Conveyancing Corporaerty to be sold and reasontion as the duly appointed
able estimated costs, ex•
Trustee under and pursuant
penses and advances at
to Deed of Trust, Recorded
the time of the initial publion 04/03192. as Document
cation of the Notice of sale
No. 119100 Book .. Paye
is: $34,400.40.
-- of Official Records in the
In addition to cash, the
office of the Recorder of
Trustee will accept a cash·
Riverside County, Califorier's check drawn on a
nic1, executed by: Mark A.
state or national bank, a
Hall and Marie L Hall, huscheck drawn by a stale or
band and wife, as Truster
federal credit union or a
lmco Realty Services, Inc.,
check drawn by a state or
a Delaware Corporation, as
federal savings and loan
general partner of, and
association, savings associ·
nominee on behalf of lmco
ation or savings bank speciRealty Services •• a Calified in Section 5102 of the
fornia Lirmled Partnership,
Financial Code and autho·
as Benehc1ary.
rized to do business in this
Will sell at public aucstate. In the event tender
tion to the highest bidother than cash is accept·
der for cash, (payable at
ed, the Trustee may with·
tune of sale in lawful money
hold the ,ssuance of the
of the Umted States, by
Trustee's Deed until funds
cash, a cashier 's check
become available to the
drawn by a state or national
payee or endorsee as a
bank, a check drawn by a
matter of nght.
, state or federal credit union,
Said sale will be made.
or a check drawn by a state

.,

or fed.eral savinlJS and loan
to the undersigned a written
assocIatIon, savtngs assoc:I·
Declaration of Default and
at1on, or savings bank
Demand for Sale, and a
spec1hed in section 5102 of
written Notice of Default
the Financial Code and auand Election to Sell. The
thorized to do business in
undersigned caused said
this state.) At: At the Main
Notice of Default and ElecStreet entrance to the
tion to Sell to be recorded
County Courthouse., 4050
in the county where the real
Main Street, Riverside, CA,
property is located and
all right, title and interest
more than three months
conveyed to and now held ·
have elapsed since such
by it under said Deed of
recordation.
Trust in the property situat· ·
ARM Financial Corpoed in said County, Cal1for•
ration, as Trustee, 11119
nia describing the land
N . Torrey Pines Road, La
therein:
Jolla, CA 92037 , (619)
EXHIBIT 'A'
535·4900, By: Beverly K.
Lot 18 , of Tract No.
Huber, Asst. Secretary,
22275, in the City of RiverDate: 05/26/93
side, as per Map recorded
ASAP87704
in Book 207, Pages 6
6/10, 6/17, 6/24
through 8 inclusive of
Maps, In the Office of the
County Recorder of said
County. South fifty-one per ·
cent minerals, oil, gas, and
other hydrocarbon substances below a depth of
500.00 feet from the sur·
face of said land, w1lhout
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
the nght of surface entry as
NAME STATEMENT
said substances are more
The following person(s) is (are)
particularly described m and
doing business as:
reserved by Mary H. Traut·
SAN II PUBLICATION
weIn, a widow, also know
16258 Skywood Ct.
as Mary Hendrick TrautMoreno Valley, CA 92553
wein, et al, in the Document
recorded August 7, 1964 m . P.O. Box 8921
Book 3770, Page 6 of Offl·
Mereno Valley, CA 92552cial Records as Instrument
8921
No. 96956.

SUBSCRIBE

The street address and
other common designation,
if any, ol the real property
described above is purport- •
ed to be: 20640 Brana
Road , R1vers1de , CA
92508.
The undersigned Trustee
disclaims any liability for
any incorrectness of the
street address and other
1 common designation, 11 any,
shown herein. Said sale
will be made, liut without
covenant or warra11I 1 ox ·
pressed or 1111plied, regard·
ing title, possession, or encumbrances, to pay the re·
maining principal sum of the
note(s) secured by sa,d
Deed of Trust, with interest
thereon, as provided m said
note(s), advances, ,t any,
under the terms of th e
Deed of Trust, esttmated
fees, charges and expenses
of the Trustee and of the
trusts created by sa,d Deed
of
Trusl ,
tO · Wtl :
$180,962 .74 Estimate d.
Accrued interest and add1·
tJonal advances if any, will
increase this figure prior to
sale.
The benelic,ary under
said Deed of Trust heretofore executed and delivered

REGINA H. SCOTT
16258 Skywood Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
KODYSCO'IT
16258 Skywood Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business Is conducted by
Individuals • Husband and
Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 5/20/93
ls/Regina H. Scott
The filing or this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In vlolatlon or
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
May 28, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY
'.::ounty Clerk
.'lie No. 933741
pl6/3/10/17/24/93

F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CREATIVE
ALTERNATIVES
P.O. BOX 9008
Riverside, CA 92504
9275 Owarl Lane
Riverside, CA 92508
ROSA O'NEIL
9275 Owarl Lane
Riverside, CA 92508
FELICE BAUTISTA
2751 Reche Canyon #87
Colton, CA 92324
PATIRICA LOPEZ
383 W. Crestview St.
Corona, CA 91720
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 04-2793.
/s/ Rosa M. O'Neil
The filing or this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights or another under
rederal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk or Riverside County on
April 27, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File No. 932901
lpl5/27/,6/3/10/17/93

SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE
"

federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
May 28, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY
County Clerk
File No. 933734
lp/6/3/10/17/24/93
F1CTmous BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CHANl'S COLLECTIONS
3955 Burge St.
Riverside, CA 92505
RAVI RAJ SURI
3955 Burge St.
Riverside, CA 92505
ALKA RAJ SURI
3955 Burge St.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted by
individuals• Husban and Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 5/28/93
ls/Ravi Raj Suri
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
rederal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b &.p code)
Statement flied with the county
dcrk of Riverside County on
May 28, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY
County Clerk
File No. 933732
/p/r,/311 O/l7/24/93
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE UNDER DEED
OF TRUST
T .S. No. FDN027201

Loan No.
4168•5220·0010-16781
EMERY
Other Ref.-·
A.P. Number:
234-231-036-6
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF
TRUST DA TED August 3,
1989.
UNL ESS YOU (
TAKE ACTION TO PRO· .•
TECT YOUR PROPERTY,
IT MAY BE SOLD AT A
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU
NEED AN EXPLANATION
OF THE NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU , YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
Notice is hereby given
that Standard Trust Deed
Service Company, a Cor·
pora11on as trustee, or sue- 1
cessor trustee, or substituted trustee pursuant to the
Deed of T rust executed by

Advertise

1

:t
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BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Celebrating 100 Years
Headquarters in Loul~-ville, Kentucky

Col lege: Oradu11e Photo; Courtesy of University d U'IU1l!.v1llc

Blac_k Voice News
NOTICE
LOAN NO. 116521/rOVAR
OTHER REF.
T.S. NO. 93-20580
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER
A DEED OF TRUST DATED December 6, 1989 UNLESS YOU
T,AKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLO AT
~ PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER.
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under
Deed of Trust
Notice Is hereby given that
INTERSTATE
TRUST
DEED
SERVICE INC., as trustee, or
successor trustee, or substituted
trustee pursuant to the Deed of
Trµst executed by RONY L.
TOVAR AND LETICIA TOVAR,
HUSBAND AND WIFE AND MARINA PEREZ, AN UNMARRIED
WOMAN ALL AS JOINT TENANTS
Recorded 12/2011989 in Book
Page Inst. No. 444079 of Official
Records In the office of the
County Recorder of RIVERSIDE
County, Galifornia, and pursuant
to the Notice of Default and Electloll to SeD thereunder recorded
03Al3/1993 In Book Page Inst
No. 84064 of said Official Records, will Sell on 07/08/1993 at
2:30 P.M. at THE SIXTH STREET
ENTRANCE TO THE CORONA
CIVIC CENTER BUILDING 815 W.
SIXTH ST. CORONA, CA at public
auction, to the highest bidder for
cash (payable at the time of sale
In lawful money of the United
sates), all rlgh~ title, and Interest,
c4pveyed to and now held by It
u1der said Deed of Trust in the
p(operty situated in said County
and State and described as follows: LOT 3 OF TRACT NO.
21638-4, IN THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE, AS PER PLAT RECORDED
IN' BOOK 196 OF MAPS, PAGES
67·THROUGH 70 INCLUSIVE, RE·
CQRDS OF SAID COUNTY. EX·
cGPTING THEREFROM 51 PER·
Cl!WT, OF THE OIL, GAS, HYDROcAABON AND MINERAL sue.
STANCES UNDERLYING SAID
D BELOW 500 FEET FROM
SURFACE OF THE SAME
OUT THE RIGHT OF SURENTRY AS RESERVED IN
DEED RECORDED APRIL 29,
1
AS INSTRUMENT NO.
42 8 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS,
RI RSIDE COUNTY RECORDS.
A. • 266-431-003-7 The street
ad ress and other common deslg atlon, If any, of the real propdescribed above Is purported
to : 19316 KRAMERIA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508 The undersigned Trustee disclaims any
llabUlty for any incorrectness of
Iha street address and other
common designation, If any,
shown herein. The total amount
o!Jhe unpaid balance of the obli·
gatlon secured by the property to
be, .sold and reasonable estimated
costs, expenses and advances at
Iha lime of the initial publication
of the Notice of sale is:
$167,795.52 In addition to cash,
the Trustee will accept a cashier's
cheCk drawn on a state or national bank, a check drawn by a
s~te or federal credit union or a
check drawn by a state or federal
savklgs and loan association,
savings association or savings
ban~ specified In Section 5102 of
th; Anancial Code and authorized
to do business In this state. In the
event tender other than cash Is
accepted, the Trustee may withhokl,the Issuance of the Trustee's
Dollfl until funds become available
payee or endorses _as a .
m r of right. Said sale WIii be
m , but without covenant or
warranty, express or Implied
repding title, possession or
encajnbrances, to satisfy the
lnde~tedness secured by said
advances thereunder, with
ln~st as provided therein, and
the· unpaid principal of the note
S80Ufed by said deed with Interest
lh~n as provided In said Note,
fees,. charges and expenses of the
trustee and of the trusts created
by did Deed of Trust.
Oaad: 06/09/1993
INTERSTATE TRUST DEED
SERVICE, AS TRUSTEE 23382
MIU CREEK DRIVE, SUITE I 230
I..AQJJNA HILLS, CA 92653 REF I
93-20580 714- 707-5059 By:
LISA M. EDGAR FORECLOSURE
TECHNICIAN
PRIORITY 51376
6/17'6/'l4,7/1/93
•

tole

ee.,

F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS
N~E STATEMENT
Tile following persoo(s) Is (are)
dolag business as:
ALL KIDS ACADEMY
7889 Mission Grove Parkway
Seath Bldg.#7
Riverside, CA 92508
JOAN JAY JONF.S
2Gl19 Edmund Road
Rlftnlde, CA 92508

Tlals business Is conducted by
an 1ndivldual.
Thl.1 registrant commenced to
transact business under the
llclltlous business name or
names listed above on NIA
/s(Joan Jay Jooes
filing of this statement
d98 not of Itself authoria the
UN In this state of a fictitious
bllllness name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec;;. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Stil,ement flied with the county
clerk Riverside County on
June 9, 1993
I ~by certify that this copy
1141 ~ copy of the original
. . . . .ent on file In my office.
WJLLIAME.CONERLY
County Clerk
File No. 933982
/p/6/10/17/24/, 7/1/93

ne

or

SUBSCRIBE
,SUBSCRIBE
•
'.S UBSCRIBE

I•

SUBSCRIBE
I

.'.SUBSCRIBE
'SUBSCRIBE
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FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are:
doing business as:
O's BONES, BEANS,
GREENS 'N THANGS
5298 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
OTIS PRICE WHITE, II
21293 Pala Foxla Pl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
SALINAH WHITE
21293 Pala Foxla Pl.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
Individuals• Husband and
Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on NIA.
Is/ Otis P. White, II
.
The fl ling of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with tbe county
clerk of Riverside County on
June 16, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on me In my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly,
County Clerk
FIie No. 933170
/p/6/17124/,7/1/8/93

Divisions 2 of the Govemment
Code of the State or Callfomla
and said project wlll be
financed pursuant to bonds
Issued according to the terms
and provisions of the same act
The Contract Documents and
additional Information for
bidders may be examined at
the following locations:
LYON COMMUNITIF.S
550 WEST CHASE DRIVE
CORONA, CA 91720
TELEPHONE: (909) 279-2182
ATTN: JEFF WEBER

FLORIAN MARTINEZ
A~OCIATF.S
15621 RED HILL AVE.,
SUITElOO
TUSTIN, CA 92680
TELEPHONE: (714) 259-9300
ATTN: GARY BYE
Coples of the Contract
Documents may be obtained at
the offices of Lyon
Communities, 550 West Chase
Drive, Corona, California at a
nonrefundable fee or $100100
for the first set and a fee of
$25.00, also nonrefundable, for
each additional set. An
additional charae of $10.00 to
cover wrapping, handling and
cost al postage for each set al
Contract Documents malled
must aCCCllllpany a request for
malling.
Bidders on this Work wlll be
required to comply with
President's Executive Order
No.11246 (F.qual Employment
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
Opportunity clause) as
NAME STATEMENT
amended, California Labor
The following person(s) Is (are) Code 1410 et. seq., California
doing business as:
Labor Code 1777.6, and
A BALLOON OCCASION
lmplementary regulations
2734 Monroe Street,
concerning equal opportunity
Riverside, CA 92504
for Apprentices.
The Contractor may also be
JOANNE LEE
required to obtain Insurance to
2734 Monroe Street,
Indemnify the Owner for any
Riverside, CA 92504
damage to the work caused by
This business Is conducted by
earthquake and/or tidal wave.
an ln:llvldual.
Such determination wlll be
This registrant commenced to
made at the time of award of
transact business under the
the Agreement (reference
fictitious business name or
separate Bid Item.)
names listed above on 6/10/93
Progress payments wlll be
/s/ Joanne lee
made to the Contractor In
The filing of this statement
accordance with the provisions
does not of Itself authorize the
of the Specifications and on
use In this state of a fictitious
Itemized estimates duly
·
business name In violation of
certified and approved by the .
the rights of another under
Engineer submitted In
federal, state, or common law
accordance therewith, based on
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
labor and materials
Statement flied with the county Incorporated Into said work
clerk of Riverside County oo
during the preceding month by
June 16, 1993
the Contractor.
I hereby certify that this copy
The director ofthe Department
Is a correct copy of the original of Industrial Relations has
statement on file In my office.
ascertained the general
prevailing rate or per diem
WIiiiam E. Conerly,
wages and the general rate for
County Clerk
holiday and overtime work In
File No. 934134
the locallly in which the work
/p/6/17/24/,7/1/8/93
Is to be performed for each
craft or type of.workmen
needed to execute the Contract
of Work as hereinafter set
forth (see Labor Code 1770 et.
seq.), Coples of rates are on
flle at the office the Owner,
which copies sha ll be made
avallable to any Interested
party on request The
successful Bidder shall post a
copy of such determination at
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
teach Job site. Attention Is
NAME STATEMENT
called to the fact that not less
The following person(s) Is (are)
than the minimum salaries and
doing business as:
wages shall be paid on this
(1)
Project by all Contractors and
BRIDAL COORDINATION
Subcontractors.
BY LILLIAN
Each bid of Proposal shall be
533 Spruce Street
made out or submitted on a
Riverside, CA 92507
form furnished as part of the
Contract Documents, and must
(2)
be accompanied by casll, a
'
NEEDCESSmES FOR
cashier's check amounting to
AFFAIRS
ten pen:ent al the Bid, payable
533 Spruce Street
to the order of the City of
Riverside, CA 92507
Corona, or by a corporate
surety Bid Bond for that
LILLIAN BROOKS
amount and so payable on the
533 Spruce Street
form furnished as a part of the
Riverside, CA 92507
contract Documents. The
amount so posted shall be
JAMES R. BROOKS
forfeited to the owner If the
533 Spruce Street
Bidder does not, within 15 days
Riverside, CA 92507
after written notice that the
This business Is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 5/24/93
ls/James R. Brooks
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Rlverslde County on
May 24, 1993.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY
County Clerk
FIie No. 933540
/p/6/10/17/24/, 7/1/93

SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE

or

SUBSCRIBE
SUBSCRIBE

£

SECTIONU
OF
PROCEDURAL

DOCUMENTS
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
BIDS
CITY OF CORONA
815 WEST SIXTH STREET
Separate sealed Bids of the
construction of Improvements
for Community Facilities
District No. 89-1 consisting of:
Landscape & Irrigation
Improvements, Project No. 4 393, CFD 89-1 for Parkways
and Median Islands In Main
Street, Foothill Parkway,
Mountain Gate Drive, Upper
Drive and Chase Drive
wlll be received by the City of
Corona, ''Owner," at the office
of the Owner, located at 815
West Sixth Street, and then at
said office publldy opened and
~ aloud. If forwarded by
mall, the sealed envelope
containing the Bid must be
enclosed In another envelope
addressed to the Owner.
The work and Improvements
are authorized are authorized
pursuant to the provisions or
the Community Fadlltles
District Act of 1982 belnr

TeU A
Friends
About The
Black Voice

"C" State Contractor's license
Is requ Ired.
The Owner reserves the right
to reject any and all Bids, and
to waive Informalities,
Irregularities and defects In
any Bid or to award the
Contract to other than lowest

bidder.
Dated:
Diedre' Llngefelter
City Clerk
City of Corona

/p/6/9!,6123/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The•following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
GRAY'S RESTAURANT
7549 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
LEVONZO GRAY
6729 Rycroft Drive
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltious business name or
names listed above on NIA
/s/ Levonzo Gray
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights ot another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
April 14, 1993
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File No. 932601
/pl5/27/,613/10/17/93
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The followlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CALIFORNIA LEGAL
ASSISTANCE CENTERS
7006 Magnolia Ave.,#165
Riverside, CA 92506
PETER J. O'HANLON
138 S. Ramona Blvd.,
San Jacinto, CA 92583
This business Is conducted by
anlndlvldual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on
December 29, 1992.
Isl Peter J. O'Hanlon
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself au thorlze the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In vlolatlon of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
derk of Riverside County on
(,/3/82
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
Wllllam E. Conerly,
County Clerk
FIie No. 929026
/p/6/17/24/,7/1/8/93
AMENDED

der for cash, (payable at
time of sale in lawful money
o f the Ur11ted States, by
cash, a cashier's check
drawn by a state or national
bank, a check drawn by a
state or federal credit union.
or a check drawn by a stale
or federal savings and loan
association, savings assocIat1on , or savings bank
specified In secllon 5102 of
the Financial Code and authorized to do business in
this state.) At: At the Main
Street entrance to the
County Courthouse., 4050
Main Street, Riverside, CA,
all right, htle and interest
conveyed to and now held
by it under said Deed of
Trust in the property situated in said County, California describ1nu the land
therein:
EXHIBIT 'A'
Lot 18, of Traci N o .
22275. 111 the City of Riverside. as per Map recorrlcd

NOTICE OF
TRUSTEE'S SALE
Trustee Sale No.
F-37624-BH
Title Order No.
5220131 -54
Reference No. 808468
APN# 294-351·018·9
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UND ER A DE E D OF
TRUST DATED 03/26/92.
UNLESS YOU TAKE AC·
TION TO PROT E CT
YOUR PROPERTY , IT
MAY B E SOLD AT A
PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU
NEED AN EXPLANATION
OF THE NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST
YOU , YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
on 07/07/93, at 10:00
A.M ., ARM Financial Corporation, Agent for Sonoma C onveyancing CorJ)Oration as the duly appointed
Trustee under and pursuant
to Deed of Trust, Recorded
on 04/03/92, as Document
No. 1191 oo Book •· _Page
•• of Official Records 1n the
office of the Recorder of
RiverStde County, Califor·
nia executed by: Mark A .
Hail and Marie L. Hall, husband and wile. as T rustor
lmco Realty Services, Inc .•
a Delaware Corporation, as
general partner of, and
nominee on behalf of lmco
Really Services · · a California Limited Partnership,
as Beneficiary.
Will sell at public auction to the highest bid·

increase this figure prior to
sale.
The beneficiary under
said Deed of Trust hereto fore executed and delivered
to the underStgned a wrinen
Declarallon al Default and
Demand lor Sale, and a
written Notice of Default
and Election to Sell. The
undersigned caused said
Nollce of Default and E1eclion to Sell to be recorded
in the county where the real
property is located and
more than three months
have elapsed since such
recordation.
ARM Financial Corporation, as Trustee, 11119
N . Torrey Pines Road, La
Jolla, CA 9 2037, (619)
535-4900, By: Beverly K.
Huber, A i;st. Secretary,
Date: 05/26/93
ASAP87704
6/ 10, 6/17, 6/24

Buchanan Elementary School
Service Site Work-Part 1
5024 Buchanan St., Los Angeles, CA
Bid Date: June 28, 1993
Bid Time: 2:00 p.m.
BJ Construction Company
245 Paseo Sonrisa
Walnut, CA 91789
(909) S94-6836 Fax: (909) S9S-0742
Bonch Nagata

BEliAvioRAl SciENCE CENTER
8300 De Longpre Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90069

''THE REAL AMERICAN

PSYCHO.MASTERY"

DR. J. WAGNER
- American Belief System

Af

Just One
THE MIND'S ABILITY TO CONTROL fTS DESTINY

Mail (Cheque or Money Order) On ly $ 39.95
Sales Tax, Shipping [, Handling included
A LLOW 2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Strokes result most often
from high blood pressure. And
high blood pressure has no
symptoms. So it can sneak up on
people who feel fine. People who
have no idea they're at risk.
Fortunately, high blood
pressure can often be prevented.
Just watch your weight, limit your
salt and alcohol intake, and
exercise regularly. Then you
won't just feel fine. You'll actually

What are
you doing about your
blood press~?

be fine.

"THE REAL AMERICAN

PSYCHOMASTERY"
THE MIND'S ABILITY TO CONTROL ITS DESTINY
ISBN 0 -96 I 3 I 4 I - I · 7 Get your copy today
f amily Handbook - Gold f, White. Soft Cover, 124 pg 7" xl0"

FICTmous BUSINF.SS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CALIFORNIA LEGAL
A~ISTANCE CENTERS
7006 Magnolia Ave.,#165
Riverside, CA 92506

6/3/82
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the original
statement on file In my office.
WIiiiam E . Conerly,
County Clerk
FIie No. 929026
/pll/21/28/,2/4/11193
AMENDED

The street address and
other common designation,
1f any, ol the real property
described above is purported to be: 20640 Brana
R oad , R i v er sid e , CA

92508.
The und!lri;1gned Trustee
d1scla11ns any liability for
any incorrectness of the
streel address and other
common designation, if any,
shown herein. Said sale
will be made, but without
covena11t or warranty, ex pressed or implied, regard·
ing title, possesslOO, Of encumbrances. to pay the remaining principal sum of the
notc(s) secured by said
Deod of T rust, with interest
thereon, as provided _1n said
note(s), advances, 11 any,
under the terms o f the
Deed al Trust, estimated
fees, charges and expenses
of the T rustee and of the
trusts created by said Deed '
of
Trus t.
t o - wi t :
$ 180 ,96 2.74 Estimated .
Accrued interest and add1lionc:1I advances ii any, will

Sub • Bids Requested From Qualified
MBE/WBE/DBE/DVBE
Subcontractors & Suppliers

or

PETER J. O'HANLON
138 S. Ramona Blvd.,
San Jacinto, CA 92583
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on
December 29, 1992.
Isl Peter J. O'Hanlon
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In th Is state or a flctltl ous
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the county
clerk of Riverside Ccunty on

in Buok 2 0 7. Pages ~
th rough 8 inclusiv e a l
Maps, m the Olf1ce of the
County Recordur of said
County. South lilly-one pet
cent minerals, 011, gas, and
o ther hydrocarbon sub stances below a depth al
500.00 feet from the surface ol said land, without
the nght ol surface entry as
said substances are more
particularly described m and
reserved by Mary H. Trautwein, a widow, also know
as Mary Hendric k T rau1we111, et al, In the Documenl
recorded August 7, 1964 111
Book 3770, Paye 6 ol Official Records as Instrument
No. 96956.

Na1,onal H,gh Blood Pressure Educat10n Program
Nat1<Jnal Heart Lung, and BIOOd lnslilute,
Na11onal lns111u1es ol Heahh, Public Health ServlC8;
u s Department ol Heallh and Human Services •

TOMAR REALTY

SUNNY ARIZONA

2.5

ACRES -

KLAMATH

$3,950

North of Lake Havasu at
Yucca near Ford Motors.
County road. Mob il e
homes O .K. Co lorado
River recreation. $100
down. $48.77/month. 9%
interest.

f ALLS,

OREGON

2.3 ACRES - $4,750
Scenic
homesit e.
Wooded area View, hunting, camping , fishing, skiin g .
$ 100 down.
$62.60/month . 9% interest.

1--------...;,-----• -----~---~-:i-----,v

SOUTH COLORADO

WEST TEXAS

20 ACRES - $8,950

10 ACRES - $4,900

Near ski lift, lake, hinting,
fishing, camping . $100
down.
$95.11 / month.

Ri o
Gra nd e
Ri ver
Recreation . View, hunt. ing, fishing, camping, river
raft ri ding. $1 00 down.
$59.90/month. 10% interest.

1 (818) 783-7900

TOMAR REALY,Y
14011

VENTURA BLVD.

#307 -

SHERMAN OAKS,

CA 91423
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South African Delivers Poetry In Motion

I
-m
rfiifiA'ti ,"2. ;_. . _
BIiiy Johnson

ME.NACE.

II

Soc IETY
This movie is real. It is not
watered down. It has the foul
language. It has the violence. It
sho ws young Black males
committing crimes.
I know Black people need to
see other images on the screens,
but Menace II Society wants
everyone who truly questions
the actions of some troublesome
young Black males to really
know what's going on.
By the time the movie ' s
leading character "Caine
Lawson" (played by Tryin
Turner) is 10 years old, he's seen
his father kill people in their
house. He has seen his mother
steadily strung out on heroin and
as a result, Caine sees both
parents die.
Fortunately, Caine had loving
and supportive grandparents
who were willing to take care of
him, but the negative upbringing
had already settled in. It was too
late. Caine was living the the
way he was raised: hanging out
and selling drugs.

,/\
, ..., ~

·

nternationally renowned
,c
South
African
,
poet/musician Mzwakhe , ·
Mbuli promises to captivate Los
Angeles with his uniquely
personal brand of liberation
poetry and township music
during two free-to-the-public
performances at California
Plaza's Watercourt on Friday,
June 25 at Noon and 8:00 p.m.
The noontime performance is
newly added to California
Plaza's
7th
Annual
Celebrations! Series featuring
local and international artists in
an outdoor setting. The second
performance is a special evening
concert meant to introduce the
California Plaza performance
series to those that can not
attend the noontime events.
The nearly 7-feet tall Mbuli
is a musical icon in his native
South Africa. Known as "the
people's poet," Mbuli achieved
international recognition with Mzwakhe Mbull
his second recording, Unbroken album went gold. His debut
Spirit. Composed entirely album, Change is Pain, released
without access to pen and paper in 1988 , was banned in his
- while he was serving a prison native country until last year. On
sentence in South Africa - the the heels of his latest album,

voice and high-energy performance style has become synonymous with South Africa"
said California Plaza's Artistic
Director, Michael Alexander.
"We are excited about presenting such an internationally
acclaimed performer. We added
the evening performance to give
outdoor concert fans a chance to
discover the new Watercourt and
party to some of the most exciting music we've ever presented.
This is a program that just calls
for dancing!"
California Plaza is the

landmark 11 .5 acre mixed-use
project on Los Angeles' Bunker
Hill. The Watercourt is a 1.5
acre multi-level urban garden
comprised of a major water
feature and three outdoor stages.
California Plaza is located·
Downtown bet ween Grand
Avenue and Olive Street north
of Fourth Street. Evening
parking at reduced rates is
available in the California Plaza
garage (accessed from Olive
Street). For information on other
Celebrations! performances call
(213) 687-2159.

ti l'l ·Ki E ,t3 ;i 1:Cfl

A Com p lete Line Of Fine Afrocentric Products

I

Resistance is Deknce, Mbuli
won the praise of the
international press with a tour of
America and Europe.
Mzwakhe Mbuli 's powerful

Specializing In African & Rasta Clothing For All Occasions

• African Fabric
• African Beads
• African Jewelry
• Kente Hats
• Crowns • Kufi's
• Kola Nuts
• X's Caps

•Wall hanings And
Scullptures
•Designer Handbags
• Sandals
• Natural Oils & lncensee
• Reggae & African Music
• Afrocentric Books

Hasan's Accessories
152 S. Riverside, Rialto• Mon - Thurs. 10-7 • Fir &

sat - 10-8

The screenplay for M enace

was written by Claremont
resident Tyger Williams along
with twin directors Allen and
Albert Hughes, 21, from
Pomona. Since the twins were
first widely recognized for
directing rap videos for Too
Short, Compton's Most Wanted,
Spice- I and others, they were
able to get the artists involved.
MC Eiht from Compton's Most
Wanted and Too Short appear in
the movie and Spice- I appears
on the soundtrack.
Before the movie was
released, a press gathering was
held at Dangerous Music (Too
Short's record label in Oakland)
to introduce the soundtrack and
movie. Check out the response I
got from MC Eiht, Spice 1, Ant
Banks, Allen and Albert Hughes
and Too Short.
SPICE 1 - on his song in the
movie - "I hadn't even seen no
parts or no clips of the movie
before I did the song ("Trigger
Gots No Heart") and the song fit
perfect with the movie. So the
movie got to be real life. You
know what I'm saying?
· · : MC EIHT - on the violence ' ·•·•Because of it (Menace) being a
Black film with violence
towards the other race is why
they will ban the movie.
Because the strength of trymg to
ban the movie on violence alone
is bull because white people sit
up and make movies about the
war, where they kill up innocent ·
Japanese. They make movies
about
mechanical
men
destroying police forces. They
make movies about aliens
ripping white people's bodies in
half. You know what I ' m
saying? and they neve r ban
those movies, and your 12 or 11
year old kid can go see those.

agd magical nigltts? Granted! All

summer lon.g at
Pm. See a mystical new parade of
wishes cqll\e.true .-•--•·· . ddift', ~oyal Caravan- Vi~it:, brand~
new landT>uilt by ToS.ns. Discover romanceli,ve on stage. Fantastic,
fiery adventures. Electrifying sounds and sights that spark the
night. And what more could you wish for, but to stay at the

Call
682-6070

Disneyland J-Iotel. Let the magit,rub off o,n y-0u at Disneyland.

or
889-0506 to
advertise.

Walt Disney Pictures p resents "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs." ·
Coming this summer to theaters everywhere.
Di,n,ybnd""P"'""f d,y. "F~ ' = ! ; ; . ; ~;,~ 't n ~ ~ ~ ~ . : i , ~t!dwdul<s"'t,,<ttortw,g,.

)

isneylond.
OPEN EVERY DAY!

I
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Queen Mary Seaport Grand Opening Scheduled for June 23
een Mary Seaport, city-owned landmark luxury
e new property-wide liner. The Hotel Queen Mary,
ame for the 55 acres which began reopening March
joining the historic 5, is now fully operational with
Q
, symbol of the city over 300 staterooms and suites
of Long Beach, will be intro- available for occupancy.
duced in public ceremonies
There is no admission fee to
Wednesday, June 23 at 10 a.m. board the ship, and the general
The festivities will continue parking fee for passenger vehithroughout the next two weeks cles is only $3.00, $5.00 for
with special entertainment and oversized vehicles. Patrons may
activities culminating with spec- also purchase a Captain's Club
. tacular Fourth of July Fireworks Card for only $10.00 that ention Sunday. Queen Mary Seaport tles them to a year of free parkincludes the ship, the Dome, ing, a quarterly newsletter and
The Queen's Marketplace, for- other member benefits.
merly (Londontowne Village), a
Visitors who board the Queen
-inew ride area for small children Mary may tour most of the pub. adjacent to The Queen's lie areas of the giant liner on
Marketplace called The Queen's their own or make reservations
:Playland, and the surrounding in Passenger lnfonnation in the
'property. Uses are being Piccadilly Circus area on
explored for The Dome at the Promenade Deck to enjoy a
, Queen Mary, formerly home to guided tour conducted by one of
Howard Hughes' Spruce Goose. the ship's officers. Guided tours
\The dome has been leased as a depart daily from 10:30 a.m.
filming location through the end until at least 4:00 p.m., and a
'of the year.
nominal fee of $5.00 is charged
The Queen 's Marketplace for adults and $3.00 for children
will overflow with unique shop- under 12. Children under two
ping and dining experiences are free. Audio tours of the The Queen Mary Seaport will celebrate Its Grand Opening June 25 through July 4
including the reopening of the upper decks in English, SpllJlish, open and operating by the 23rd, guests daily, offers the perfect quets, weddings in the popular
popular Patio del Sol Mexican German and Japanese may be presenting a wide variety of spe- spot in Long Beach to watch the Royal Wedding Chapel, recep. restaurant. ·Parents will be able purchased
for
$3.50. cialty foods and merchandise.
sunset and enjoy live entertain- tions, conferences, special
events, leisure tours and group
to shop, have a snack and keep Educational tours will begin in
Sir Winston's, The Queen ment and dancing.
an eye on their youngsters as the fall. Children who visit the Mary's most elegant restaurant,
The Queen Mary Champagne hotel room blocks.
they ride the Queen's Playland Queen Mary must be accompa- is open for dinner daily from Sunday Brunch, a Long Beach
"We are excited about introcarousel and enjoy other rides nied by an adult.
5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and for tradition, welcomes guests from
ducing
the new Queen Mary
'and games designed especially
Beginning Friday, June 25, luncheon Monday through 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p .m.
Seaport,"
Prevratil said. "Our
for small children.
Queen Mary Seaport will pre- Friday from 11 :00 a.m. to 2:30 Reservations are suggested. The
philosophy
with free boarding is
"Business has been brisk, sent fireworks each Friday and p.m. The Chelsea seafood price is $24.00 for adults and
to
allow
visitors
in these diffiholding at 12,000 to 15,000 Saturday night, and summer tour restaurant serves dinner only $11.95 for children 4-11.
cult
economic
times
to enjoy the
guests boarding the ship each hours will be 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
The Sun Deck Bakery, the
Queen
Mary
and
spend
as little
week, since the tours and restau- p.m. Sunday through Thursday Wednesday through Sunday. Verandah Grill and various other
or
as
much
as
they
can
afford.
rants began reopening aboard t and until 9:00 p.m . Friday and The Promenade Cafe begins ser- fast food locations provide serWe
hope
Queen
Mary
Seaport
historic Queen Mary Friday, Saturday.
vice for breakfast, luncheon and vice daily reflecting the ship's
will become a popular Southern
Februarv 26." reported Joseoh F.
All the shops in Piccadilly dinner each day at 6:30 a.m., operating hours.
Prevratil, president of RMS Circus aboard the Queen Mary and the fabulous art deco
The Queen Mary sales staff is California destination for repeat
ilF=o=u~n;;da;;t;;io;;n~,;;ln~c=.,=o=pe=ra==to=r=o=f=th=:;e:==o=n=:P::r?o=m=e=n=a=d=e=D=e=c=k=w~il~l~b~e~=O=b;;s;er=v=a=u;;
· o;;;n~B;;;;ar~,~w;e;;l;c;om;;in~g;. accepting reservations for ban- visitors who wish to shop, dine,
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or just enjoy a cool summer day
relaxing with friends and family
and enjoying the sun and sea air.
"This historic treasure will be
affordable and accessible to the
public and enjoyable for the
entire family."
For additional boarding information, sales inquiries and room
reservations, or for reservations
for Sunday Brunch, the Chelsea
and Sir Winston's, call (310)
435-3511. The Queen Mary is
located at the south end of the
Long Beach (710) Freeway at
1126 Queens Highway, Long
Beach, CA 90802-6390.

The Adventure of
a Lifetime from

*
49

Discover
the$
_dventure of _a lifezme by staying on
he Queen Mary from just
$49 per night for an inside
abin.
A land view room is just
59 and an ocean view
oom is just $69 per night.
The history, excitement,

and luxury of the
Queen Mary is now
availabe at a new
low summer rate.
So make the Queen Mary
your next port of call. Call
(310) 432-6964 to make
reservations.

Probe
Preferred Equipment Package 253A

$99 PER MO.
CANDELiVER

All aboard!
Escort LX 3-Door
l'rcferro:d Equipment Package 121lA/321A

ANY NEW CAR
in our inventory on:
.&.approved credit
.&.No Credit?
.&.First time buyer?
.&.Credit Problems In The Past?

Explorer XL-4 Door -h2
Preferred Equipment Package 940A

Call us at 393-9331.

We can. sell
you_ a car!

Mustang LX Sedan
Preferred Equipment Package 240A

4480 Chino Hills Pkwy,
Chino
(909) 393-9331

F-351l XLT Luiat 4x2 Cri'w Cab
Preferred Equipment Package 671:\

FORD

All Can ~: subject to prior sales, plus tax, license, &
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Customer
Requested options are extra.
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Jordan and Barkl'ey Misguided, Naive or Unhappy
By Leland Stein, Sports Editor

I've conversed with Michael
& Charles - through covering
the Lakers and Clippers - and I
think it is safe to say both are
fine young men. Each appear to
have their heart in the right
place. They are both generally
courteous to the press and
accommodating after games.
As for their new comm ercials: I think they are both mis- ,
guided and/or just plain naive.
Sports legends of your stature
have always been held up as role
models and sought out, by the
very people who place you
there. IE: Jesse Owens, Mary
Lou Retten, Babe Ruth, Reggie
Jackson, Jackie Robinson, Julius
Erving, Magic Johnson, etc. al.
have all held the positions you
now appear to begrudge.
Like it or not, Michael &
Charles, you both hold a place
of power and influence.
Sociologist call it the
'Referent Power ' , meaning:
Influence that is derived from

M

ichael Jordan and
Charles Barkley
have new Nike
commercials running concurrently. In each of
their spots, they decry their present plights - which incidentally
were enhanced by their earlier
Nike commercials.
Michaei begs for peace and
privacy in his commercial. He
asks: "What if I were just a basketball player?"
Yeah ... right! What if the Pope
were just another Catholic?
Charles begs off his place as
a role model for youth. He says:
''I'm no role model. Just because
I can dunk a basketball doesn't
mean I should raise your kids."
Yeah ... right! I have three
kids, who asked you to raise
them? But, an assist or rebound
thought, as you asked them to be
like you and wear (buy) Nikes,
isn't too much to asked of you,
is it Charles?

being liked or respected.
Michael & Charles, you both
have 'Referent Power', as a
direct result of your commercial
and athletic abilities.
I hope the both of you move
beyond this self-absorbed position you have chosen to take at
this time. You guys are sending
the wrong message ... to yourselves.
Could it be you don't like
paying the cost to be the boss?
You want the glory without the
worry? Are you trying to eat
honey with your hands and not
get your fingers sticky?
The facts are undeniable: You
two gentlemen possess the
potential for influencing others
and influence can lead to actual
behavior modifications in people - especially young people.
The both of you may counter:
"My privacy is gone. Too much
pressure. I'm not responsible for
your kids. It's unfair to place
this responsibility on me, after

Community Leaders Rally Around Their Youth
By Leland Stein, Spons Editor

Harrison, Ronald & Darlene
ar too many parents do Hooks, Barbara & Dr. Ronald
not know or even care Hughes, Paul & Kris Nichols,
where their children are. Willie Royal, Ed Gray - proMuch of our family duced a first class event who's
structure has been laid to waste primary focus was to show the
by social and economic prob- student athletes they care and
appreciate them.
lems.
Parent support group memThat's why it is a pleasure to
see a parent support group from ber, Barbara Hughes, said this
Riverside's John W. North High about the banquet: "I felt that it
School, take ownership of their was important for the community. It was a community based
fine young men and women.
Recently at Park Avenue activity. The whole involvement
Missionary Baptist Church, this is to let the kids know we are
special and concerned group, behind them and we want to
worked overtime to put together acknowled-ge hard effort, and
a wonderful banquet honoring encourage them to continue in
North's
California that direction."
"I want to give a special
Interscholastic Federationthanks
to Park Avenue Church
Southern Section Division 2AA
for
donating
the facilities. Pastor
basketball champions (30-1).
(L.E.)
Campbell
was just fantasThe parent support group tic.
We
really
appreciate
him
Diane La Chappa, Judy

F

extending the helping hand.
Also, Jesse Collins and Bud
Taylor gave considerable support."
Mack Calvin, ex-USC, ABA,
NBA player and coach, was the
keynote speaker. He stressed the
need for parents to stay involved
and a return to family values.
Riverside Mayor, Teresa
Frizzel, was in attendance and
issued a proclamation - Huskie
Pride Day!
North principal,
Dale
Kinnear,
and
Riverside
Superintendent of Schools, Dr.
Paul Houston, also joined in the
festivities.
No matter if a team wins or
loses , every school needs a
group of caring and concerned
parents; a group that is committed to showing ownership of the
students lives and futures.

all, I'm just a basketball player."
Michael & Charles, you
chose to play in the NBA and no
one had to break your arms
when you decided to enter into a
commercial marriage with
Madison Avenue.
Could it be you guys are misguided in understanding the
prestige of your occupations?
Michael & Charles, how
about this p~ysics' law to help
clarify things.
For every reaction there is a
opposite and equal reaction.
As a result of your commercials, championships and subsequent monies earned (the reaction); there is an increase in your
fame and influence (role), thus a
decrease in your privacy and
personal time (the equal and
opposite reaction).
Do you want fame , money,
your privacy and the right to
deal with people on your own
terms? Sounds good to me too,
but, sorry fellows, that's a oxymoron.
Michael & Charles, can you

·
reaction. So ... go with the flow
and you won' t get run over by
the pressures and madness of it
all. You may even find yourself
happier too.
I'm an ex-athlete, and I know
somewhat the hassles and constraints placed on your time. It's
not easy being Michael or
Charles. If it all seems like to
big a cross to carry, just remember, there are a million people,
that would trade places with
either of you, in a heart beat.

honestly say none of the wise
sayings from your parents,
grandparents, relatives, peers
and maybe personal sports figures had an impact on your own
lives?
Because of the days and times
we live in, it behooves both of
you to relish in and take control
of your ·'Referent Power• and
run with it. Recall those
moments in your life and pass
them on to the new generation.
Take ownership of your status
and subsequent positions.
You may never know whose
life it may enhance and the positives that may come out of this.
I believe you are both good
hearted humans and care about
people . I know you both are
family men. •
So, relax fellows, get happy,
and enjoy your place and space.
Take notes from Bill Bradley,
Joe Louis, Muhammad Ali,
Barry Larkin, etc. al and ' do the
right and good thing' .
Remember, for every reaction
there is an equal and opposite

.· ,.:~,
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Trivia Question: M ichael
Jordan has the record/or mos f '
points scored in a NBA playoff
game . He scored 63 in a two
overtime game against the
Boston Celtics in 1986. Who is
second on the list?. . .
,. ,• I : :

Trivia Question Answen
Elgin Baylor is second on the
list. He scored 61 points against
the Bosron Celtics in 1962,
while playing for the L. A,
Lakers.. . .
, ,.
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"TWO THLMBS UP, WAY UP!
\1AG\IFICE\T PERFORMAl\CES BY Al\GEL\ BASSETT A\D L\l RE\(l FISHRL R:\ E!
THEY WILL BE REMEMBERED AT OSCAR Tl .\lE!"
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canyon Springs' 4x100 meter relay team - L &R; T. Harvey, M. WIiiiams, R. Bishop, B.
Howard - will be shooting for the state title, Saturday. Photo by Gary Montgomery
,r; - -

f_T:h~ -best.tires at the 6est
price & the best service·
Guaranteed*

r - -

The inspirin~ rrw.: -;w~· oi Tina 'fornn
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AUTOSE/MCE. ·..
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eWESTWOOD
Pacific's
Crest JBX•
(310) 474-7866

*CENTIIIY CITY
AMC
Century 14 I I
(310) 553-8900

CALL Tl1EATRE
FOR SHOWTIMES

FORSHOWTIMES

Ad¥anced1k:l<ets

onsaleduy.

CALL THEATRE
4holntreo valcllledpar1d"!I
with porcnase.

*UNIVERSAL CITY
Cineplex Odeon
Universal City
Cinemas
(818) 508-0588

CALL THEATRE
FOR SHOWTIMES

*BURBANK
AMCBurt,ank 14

eORANGE
Centll'y Cinedome
(714) 634-2553

(818) 953-9800
*COSTA MESA
· Edwards South r.oast
Plaza (714) 546-2711

ePASADENA
Pacific's Hastings
(818) 351-7555
PUENTE HILLS
AMCPuente Mall 10
(818) 810-5566

*

eLAKEWOOD

Pacflic's Lakewood
Center (213) 53Hl580

,~~,

~J' I
STARTS FRIDAY, JUNE 18th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

I*

PRESENTED IN 35

*HOLLYWOOD

James White, Pre&ldelit ·.

• Replace pads and shoes
• Repacltbearil"'5 on non
drive aides

I
I
I per axeI • •• Resurfaceldrum~
Inspect calipers, Wheel
I Brake Special
Cylnders & hydraulics

I
I
I
I

I

~

• Dra,n ool & replace up to 5 I
· ~Owt
I Most
d • FREE-12pt. vehicle
I
I
cars an . • inspection
I
light trooks
• FREE-4 ti~ rocation
I Lube Oil & Filter • lnslilll new filrer
I

L------------JL ____________ J
I

• Must and road 1Est

II

General Cinema's
eevm
Connectloo 6
(31 ) 65~5911

CAl1 Tl1EATRE
FOR SHOWTIMES

CAl1 THEATRE
FOR SHOWTIMES

*ALHAMBRA

69 service ineiudes:7 r,--5- -Off~r7ncludes: 7
-95

*BEVERLY HILlS

Pacific's
H~oodPadfic
( 3)464-4111

Fnle21/2110ursv-lellp"1clng.

The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteedl Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
Centers.
So the next time your car needs
service or repair- Come see us'.

f

mm • LIi ........,.,..•nl"I

• lubnca1E chassi$

I

3553 Merrill Ave.
As About Our
Riverside, CA 92506 Nationwide
Service
Warranty

1-800-69-11RE1

Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers Inland
Empire Tire, Inc.

*COLTON

Edwards Alhambra Place
(818) 281-0980
*ANAHEIM HILlS
SoCal's Clnemapolls
(714) 971Hi700 .

*CORONA

*AZUSA

*COVINA

Edwards Foothill Center
(818) 96~9632
*BALDWIN HIUS

Baldwi n ~

(213) 290-1

*8REA

~lted ArtJsts Mantel

Place (714) 529-0036

*CHINO

Movies 8
(909) 464-1200

GCC Rancho

(909) 370-2085

EdWardsr.orona 11
(909) 27~ 1160

SoCal's~x

(818) 33 -0050

*DIAMOND BAR
Krikorian Diamond

Bar 8 (909) 598-SHOW

*EL MONTE

Edwallls El Monte 8
(818) 580-7660

*FONTANA

EdwartlS Fontana 8
(909) 351Hi666

*FULLERTON

AMC Fullerton 10
(n4) 992-6000

*GLENDALE

GCC Central Cinema
(818) 5-4~9950

*HAWTHORNE

Plaza 6Tneatres
(310) 644-9761

*HERMOSA BEACH .
AMCHermosa 6
(310) 31&-8000

*LA MIRADA

Pacific's Gateway
(n4) 523-1611

*LA VERNE

Edwards La Yeme 12
(909) 392-4885

*LANCASTER

Movies 12
(805) 945-3887
*LONG BEACH
AMCMarina Pacifica
(310) 493-5521
LONG BEACH
AMCPlne~ 16
(310) 43S-1 35

INO P"5SES OR OOlCOUN1' TIO<ElS ACCEPTED RlA 1HS ENGAGEMENT I

I•

*TORRANCE
United Artists Del Amo
(310) 542-7383
*WOODLAND HILLS
United Artists Warner
Center (818) 999-2130

PRESENTED IN

*MARINA DEL REY

Cineplex Odeon Marina
Markelplace Cinemas
(310) 827-9588

* MONTCLAIR GCC
Cinema (909) 626-3534

MONTEBELLO
AMCMonlebetlo 10
(213) 722-aoo6

*PASADENA

lkllted Artists Market
Place (818) 795-1386

*RANCHO CALIFORNIA
Edwards Rancho lBX •
CalWomla Town Center
(909) 694-4130

1

*SANTA BARBARA

Fiesta 5 (805) 963-9503

*SANTA MONICA

Mann Criterion mx•
(310) 28~MANN

*SHERMAN OAKS

Padflc's4 (818) 990-4140

*RANCHO CUCAMONGA *SIMI VALLEY

NORTH HOUYWOOD

Untted Artists Valley
Plaza (818) 766-4317

*NORTHRIDGE

Pacific's NortllrklQe
Cinemas (818) 993'1711

*ONTARIO

Pacific's Ontario 10
(714) 947•1662

*PALM SPRINGS

Edwards Terra Vista
Cinema 6 lBX •
(909) 466-4515

*Rl~SIDE
SoCal s Canyon Crest
(909) 682-6900

*RIVERSIDE

SoCal' Can $pr'
s ~n ngs
(909) 782 OO

•~=~

Park

Sierra (909) 35~995

Courtyanl
(619) 322-3456

*SAN BERNARDIIO

*PALMDALE

Movies 8 Palmdale
(805) 274-0204

*PALOS VERDES

D:ll0~

Krikorian8Del Rosa
Cinema
(909) 883-SHOW
SAN PEDRO Krikorian
Temice Cinema 6
(310) 831-sHOW

*

Krikorian Peninsula 9
(310) 544-3456

Mann 6 (805) 583-0711

*UPLAND
Edwards Upland 8
(909) 985-3336
* VALENCIA Edwards
ValenciaTown Center 10
(805) 287-1740

*VENTURA

Century 8 (805) 644-5666

*VICTORVILLE
AMC Victor Valley 10
(619) 241-MOO

*=~~~~
s e age

(818) 88~2919
* WHITTIER Krikorian
Wllltlwood Cinema 10
(310) 947-SHOW

I* PRESENTED IN 35 mmDC[-..!!!!!!ol'"I
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!Education Is A Concern For Everyone
.

~

are given a choice, learn to live
a better life or just exist at the
' will of others. We can learn to
improve our health, our attitudes, our homes, and also our
ideology. We can make you
lives better, remain the same, or
just don't care what happens to
ourselves or society. It is my
opinion that having Good
Character is more to be looked
up to than having outstanding
talent. Talents are to some
extent, a gift. Worthwhile
Character, by contrast is developed in each of us as we live
from day to day. Character is
built into each person in accordance to daily living, TV etc.
This goes on from birth until our

~By Charles ~~dbett~r

•

·f\rtist
Introduces New Art
-·
t~ allery To Inland Empire
I

rtist Charles Bibbs introdu ces
the
Inland
Emp ire's newest art
'gallery, fe aturing a complete
·~el ection of framed and
:qnframed originals and repro4,uction artwork.
, The gallery will feature the
:arks of Charles Bibbs and
·lbany other local and interna-tional Artists. The focus of the
:gallery is multi-cultural art with
:emphasis on African American
:Art. In addition, B Graphics
:<:,allery w ill feature an Artist
~~ach month with a in person
~ception.
As an added feature, B
Graphics will offer professional
framing by the renown Framer,
Martha Brantley. Martha is one
of a fe w Certified Licensed
Framers in the inland counties.
She brings to the gallery a level
of professionalism, quality, and
skill that will make us very competitive in this rapidly growing
market.
The gallery, is located at
14420 Elsworth Street, Cactus
Plaza, Suite 111, Moreno Valley,
California. However, this loca-

tion is only temporary, because
Charles has plans in the near
future to move his entire operations, which includes gallery,
framing and distribution to
another more spacious and visually pleasing location in the
same commercial complex.
B Graphics Gallery and
Custom Framing has a goal to
bring to the community a rich
multicultural experience in the
visual arts. Other activities
planned for the near future at the
gallery includes:
1) a home and meeting place
for the Art 2000 Visual Arts
Association (Charles Bibbs,
founder),
2) Private Art Lessons,
3) Artist receptions,
4) Workshops.
By bringing this announcement to the gallery, you will
receive a 15% discount on the
purchase of any Charles Bibbs
Limited or Open Edition print!
See attachment for further savings. For further information,
you may call (909) 697-4752 or
(909) 697-4750.
We are looking forward to
seeing you!

Subscribe to The Black Voice
Call (909) 682-6070

Heavenly Father calls us.
A person is exposed to many
experiences during life and it is
that individual's job to make it a
positive experience. Meanwhile
it is the duty of the society to .
assist the less fortunate individuals as they strive to develop
good character with a positive
attitude, a desire to help develop
a better world for everyone. It
has been said that a happy person is not a person in a cenain
set of circumstances, but rather a
person with a certain set of attitudes.

There seem to be an attitude
of "hurray for me," and to heck
with your fellowman. It has
been proven many times that a
group of individuals or communities will not rise any further
than the group or person that is
being held down. Knowing this,
what are we going to do to
improve the situation? Are you
willing to adjust certain attitudes
that can result in good human
relations? I am willing to do my
part. We all should, will you
help make Moreno Valley a better place to live? I feel the

Graduating Class Of The
Moreno Valley High Schools
Will Do Their Part To Help
Make This A Wonderful
Society. Together We Can.

One of her favorite stories is
about the white pine, planted by
the Great Peacemaker who
directed the people to bury their
weapons at its roots.

We Can Have Peace: Cindy
knows that understanding
between cultures is the root of
peace. She started studying
under her grandmother to learn
all about her own culture-the
Oneida Indian Nation, part of
Iroquois Nation. Now she visits
schools in New York state, sharing Iroquois songs and stories.

To honor this message and to
bring peace to the environment,
Cindy and other Oneida children
planted 1,200 white pines on the
Oneida Natio n Territory.
"Planting trees bring us oxygen,
holds more soil, and gives animals more homes,"
she
explains. Together, We Can.
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KI D'S TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT THRlnY

llii{lt i1f1111l11RII Pli i lltl 1151!1

How "Tl PS" hel p, ):I Vt' you

Sup<'nnr lleulth Can·
~ Attowi your prescription to be lilted even

r1aster.
~ Will provide you with personalized written
information about your prescription.

r

~ Monitors your prescriptions tor drug or

rallergy interactklns.

RIC.
/ , ; / 1 , !'~

~Enables you to visit_a~y Thrltty Pharmacy

rto retlll your prescr1ptIon.

coupon

THRlffi IS PROUD TO WELCOME
MEMBERS OF THE FOLLOWING
PRESCRIPTION PROGRAMS:
• FOUNDATION HEALTH GROUP
• LINCOLN NATIONAL
• TAKECARE HEALTH PLAN
• PRUCARE OF CALIFORNIA
WE HONOR OVER 3,000 INSURANCE AND
--"!'-'!"""
PREPAIO PROGRAMS.

GREAT FATHER'S DAY GIFT IDEAi

Poseidon W~tches
by Casiort styles 1or men
Great looking dress antda:rWhile stocks last.
or ¥Jomen. Waler res1s ·

EA.

!ilfilJNUi!M·!1tim

Monistat 7

Monistal 7 Combo Pak,.
)599 s,1e Pr~•
con laming 7 suppos,lones
Less Mtr's
and 9-gram cream or
•
Mi!l·mBeh•re'
Monislal 7 45-gram
T I ~ o EA.
cream with 7 disposable
Fon,, eos,
amlicators
Me, Ael>ile

300

R G. 19.49·

• See a,upori 1n l l()l'e IOf
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Alberto VOS
Hair Care

NATION TIME

15-oz. each. Shampoo
and Conditioner packed
together. Normal,
Balsam, Extra Body or
Apple formulas.

DELI & BAKERY

REG. 2.39
While stocks last.

1584 Baseline# 107
(909) 885-PIES and
(909) 88S-2062
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San Bernardino, CA
6am-10pm
7 days a week

Bakery & Deli
Video & Art - Books
Pies-an assortment of Fruit Pies
including our World Famous
Bean Pies

* Cookies
* Coffee/Cakes
* Full Deli Sandwhiches
*' Salads
* Power Products
and Toiletries
*ArtBlack, Latino & Indian

2

J69
EA.

WARNING:
Follow
directions
carefully to
avoid skin
and scalp
irritation, hair
breakage and
eye injury.

Ultra Sheen
Supreme Creme
Relaxer Kits

Me1nberships Now Being Accepted

Hair Care

2-oz. Conditioner & Hair Dress in
Regular or Extra Dry and 2-02. Hair
Food.
Reg. 1.89

Posner Coconut Oil
Hair Conditioner
3.5·02,

i~

-·
®
ENDORSED BY AC. GREENOF
THE LOS ANGELES LAXEAS

TO THE COMMUNITY
APERCENTAGE OfAl.l
SAt.ES Of fHOlH>
PAOOOCTS IS ~ TED
TO THE AC CAEEN
mlTMFo.MOATIOH

Hollywood Cocoa Butter

Rebound Hair Care
Products

Skin Creme
7.5-02. With Vitamin E.
Reg. 3.99

29!

For the winning look. 18-02. Wave & Curl
Activator Gel, 5-02. Everyday Hair & Scalp
Conditioning Treatment or 6-02. Shining &
Conditioning Gel. Reg. 4.29

Video & Audio Tapes
for Sales or Rental

Ultra Sheen

I~

No-Lye conditioning formula. Regular or Super.
Reg. 5.99

* Wholesale & Retail

* Much More

'
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~ i MANUFACTURERS' :
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Luster's Pink Oil

Black & White

Moisturizer

Bleaching Cream
1.5·0Z.
Reg.4.59

8-02. Hair Lotion plus
Vitamins and Sunscreen.
Reg. 4.59

3~?

3~?

See the White Pages Of Your Phone Book for The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr Neal'ftt You
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.
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isneylond

:Disneyland fine toons the fun with thel~
first new land in more than 20 years

A TOWN WITH REAL CHARACTER - Guests meet Disney Characters at home, work and play in the brand-new Mickey's Toontown.

Mickey's toonrrific cartoon laiid noW -ol)8n
Now Disneyland Park guests
can see how the funnier half
lives in the brand-new Mickey's
Toontown, home of Mickey
Mouse and his Disney animated
friends.
Consisting of nearly three
acres adjacent to the It's a Small
World attraction, the first new
land since Bear Country in 1972
(renamed Critter Country in
1989), provides Disneyland
visitors the unique opportunity to
meet Mickey and his pals in their
own wacky, wonderful cartoon
world.
"You aren't just going to see a
set; you're going to experience a
living, breathing, three-dimensional cartoon environment,"
said Walt Disney Imagineering
Show Producer Dave Burkhart.
"Everything is exaggerated.
There are no straight lines or
conventional architecture.

Nothing is "real" in Mickey's
Toontown. It's composed
completely of cartoon elements."
And on weekends, guests can
enjoy a whole new dimension in
after-dark showmanship with
Fantasmic!, Disneyland's fiery
nighttime spectacular set on the
Rivers of America.
Mickey Mouse, the show's
hero and mystical master of
ceremonies, transforms the once
seemingly serene riverfront into
a world of breathtaking fantasy
and adventure conjuring up the
likes of Maleficent, Ursula the
Sea Witch, Kaa, plus an entire
cast of fairy tale princesses and
heroes, witches and monsters.
To add to the fun and
excitement, guests can enjoy
Disneyland's brightest stars in
the magical Beauty and the
Beast Live stage spectacular and
Aladdin's Royal Caravan.

P.RINCE OF THE CITY - Make way for Prince Ali and
Princess Jasmine in Aladdin's Royal Caravan.

CARTOON WORLD COME TO UFE - It's Mickey's
Toontown, Disneyland's first new land in more than 20 years.

POWER OF lMAGINATION nighttime spectacular.

It's the ultimate battle of good versus evil when Mickey's imagination

runs wild in Fantasmic!, Disneyland's newest

WHAT'S INSIDE

II

TOON MECCA
There's fun round every comer in the
brand-new Mickey's
Toontown

II

ANIMATED&

AGRABAH

ADVENTURE

FAMOUS
Special preview of the

Disneyland's newest
parade, Aladdin's
Royal Caravan, is
grand fun

lifestyles of Toontown's fun and famous

.t

II

FIERY FANTASY
When darkness and
light collide, Disneyland nights become
Fantasmic!

m

WORLD FAVORITFS

Popular Park attractions are the ticket to
fun at the Happiest
Place On Earth

PREMIER RESORT
The Disneyland Hotel
offers guests more
than meets the eye
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Guests get first glimpse of Toon mecca

F

or the first time in Toon
history,
Mickey's
~
Toontown has opened
its gates to non-Toons.
- Now Disneyland gu es ts can
~- explore the community's zany,
!: uproarious downtown, civic cen:, ter and suburban neighborhood
~ where Mickey, Minnie and their
• pals live, work and play. And
~ Park guests can actually meet
~ Mickey in his own wacky, won;; derful cartoon home.
According to Disneyland leg•, end, film and television star
,: Mickey Mouse founded the
;, three- acre, exclusive "Too n
•, Only" community in 1930, as a
:; retreat from the .hustle and bustle of Tinseltown. Since then,
Mickey's
Toontown has
become a haven fo r many of
Disney ' s silver screen stars,
including Minnie Mouse, Goofy,
Pluto, Chip ' n Dale and Roger
Rabbit. Mickey's Toontown is
· Disneyland 's ei ghth official
land, the first new land since
• Bear (now Critter) Country
• opened in 1972.
• Upon enterin g Mickey's

Toontown, an amazing assortment of over-exaggerated,
inflated-looking buildings with
virtually no straight lines dazzles the eye.
Toonto wn looks like a real
city with lots of colorful cartoon
twists. For instance, the wacky
do wntown cartoon cityscape
pulls visitors into an array of
clever interactive experiences,
including everything from talking manholes and rubber fire
hydrants to dancing dishes and
spinning flowers.
Mickey Mouse fans will have
the opportunity to wander into
Mickey's bright red-shingled,
cartoon house and even take a
tour through his movie barn,
filled to the rafters with props
from some of hi s greatest cartoons. Mickey will be on the set
of one of his favorite cartoons
including "Steamboat Willie,"
"Through the Mi rror," "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" and 'The
Band Concert," to meet guests
personally.
Next door to Mickey Mouse's
house is the dream home of his

,

lifelong co-star and sweetheart,
Minnie Mouse, Always the perfect hostess, Minnie will provide
her guests with an amusing
array of activities from baking
cake in the kitchen to sampling
her perfume in her dressing
room.
Across the street is Goofy 's
Bounce House, which, like the
lovable character, is a little
goofy in its construction. The
fully inflatable abode lets guests
actually bounce off the walls,
floors, furniture and even the
fireplace.
Flanked by Goofy 's Bounce
House and Gadget's Go Coaster,
Donald Duck's boat, the "Miss
Daisy," is anchored in the middle of Toon Lake, where it upper
deck offers an unobstructed
view of Mickey's neighborhood.
At first glance, the "Miss Daisy"
might appear to have been
inspired by any number of cartoons; however, should guests
look closer, they'll find this
whimsical vessel actually bears
a singular resemblance to its
owner, Donald Duck!

Nestled high into the branches of a neighborhood acorn tree
is Chip'n Dale's home. There,
guests can explore the wooded
world of their chipmunk pals via
a spiral staircase with two exiting slides. Younger guests can
swim in a pool of the chipmunks' winter acorn stash.
Nearby, Gadget, the engineering genius of the "Chip'n Dale
Rescue Rangers," has an
environment-conscious workshop where tools and inventions
are created from Toontown discards. One of her biggest inventions is the Go Coaster, a highspeed, miniature roller coaster
built entirely from found
objects.
Every town has transportation
and Mickey's Toontown is no
exception. Guests can catch a
ride on a trolley that pitches and
weaves its way through
Mickey's Toontown like a windup toy. Stopping in both the
neighborhood and downtown,
this mass transit system serves
residents and visitors alike.
Mickey's Toontown is a long-
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1rs OFFICIAL -- Mayor Mickey Mouse welcomes non-toons to
Toontown .
awaited addition to Disneyland. Dave Burlchart. "It's really rootParle guests are now guaranteed ed in what Walt Disney was
the opportunity to see and meet thinking about sitting on that
their favorite Disney Characters bench, watching his kids ride the
in their own hometown!
merry-go-round. It's a place
" The idea of Mick ey's where parents and children can
Toontown is a throwback to the have fun together."
original concept of Disneyland,"
said Senior Walt Disney
Imagineering Show Producer
I,,

. ,L;

· ·

LIVE LIFE TO ITS FUNN!EST - Mickey's Toontown is toons and tons of fu n for everyone.
~-$.

"'

Toonaugural celebration
marks opening of new land
- I t 's official.
Mickey's
Toontown, Disneyland 's
crazy, new cartoon land ,
has opened with a bang to
· tens of thousands "non-Toons."
To celebrate the event, Mayor
· Mickey Mouse and Michael
Eisner, chairman and chief executive officer of The Walt Disney
Company, welcomed thousands
of excited guests to the historically wacky toonaugural ceremony, complete with brass
bands, multi-colored confetti

FUN AT PLAY - Eager visitors take a trip around Disneyland's

newest land.

and fi reworlcs.
Harry Anderson, star of the
hit TV series "Night Court,"
presided over the festivities and
led guests in the official funinspiring oath of Toontown.
Guests promised to "uphold
the laws and bylaws of
Toontown... smile and laugh...act
silly, zany and wacky ... crazy,
funny and nutty.. .loony, dippy
and goofy, as they slipped on the
banana peel of life." With that,
Anderson declared everyone

honorary Toontown citizens.
Toontown's newest citizens
joined Disney Toons in an animated block party to celebrate
the event that featured dancing,
dining and high-spirited fun.
Then party-goers were dazzled
by Fantasmic!, Disneyl and's
22-minute nighttime multimedia
extravaganza combining magic,
live performers and world-class
special effects on the Rivers of
America in Frontierland.

.

GOOFING AROUND -- Kids of a ll ages enjoy Character Meals at Goofy's Kitchen.

'i..

BIG DRAW -- Guests paint the town fun at the toonaugural block party.

4

GADGErs GO COASTER -- Go wild on a miniature ro ller coaster mode from thingamabobs and

COLOR THIS WORLD FUN •• Toontown residents join Michael Eisner for the grand opening of

whatchamacallits.

Mickey's Toontown, Disneyland's wacky, new cartoon land.

\
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Toontown spotlights lifestyles of the
animated and famous

W

elcome
to
Mickey's
Toontown, land of
cartoon wishes
and animated dreams. Now, for
the first time ever Mickey,
Minnie and their friends have
graciously opened their homes
to the public, so that their many
fans can enjoy intimate glimpses
into their personalities and
lifestyles.
The first house on our tour of
this character community is
Minnie Mouse's pink and purple
cottage. Even before you enter,
you can tell that Minnie is a
hearts and flowers kind of gal by
the heart-shaped window,
weather vane and the well-tended garden. Inside, Minnie
shows off her decorating talent
with a pink heart-shaped telephone, makeup mirror and
kitchen cabinets, complemented
by floral-patterned furniture ,
tablecloth and rugs.
In the living room, guests can
hear messages on Minnie's purple answering machine or listen
to her old-fashioned radio which
plays music and announcements
on wacky "Radio Toontown."
In her dressing room, play with
the computer - heart-shaped,
of course - which Minnie uses
to select her makeup. The perfume atomizers atop the dressing table fill the room with
chocolate, strawberry and bubble gum scents. The kitchen
yields many surprises, such as a
stove with utensils that come to
life, an oven which bakes a

birthday cake for Mickey, candles and all, and a dishwasher
stocked with dancing tableware.
At the side of the house is a
wishing well; if you speak to it
or drop in a coin, Minnie will
answer.
Who else would Minnie's
next door neighbor be but constant companion Mickey
Mouse? Situated below a hillside "Toontown" sign, Mickey's
yellow and red home is as
unpretentious and welcoming as
its owner. A tennis racquet,
baseball bat and suitcase spill
out of a front closet, while a
fireplace glows in the woodand-brick decorated living room.
There's a wall-mounted fish and
a player piano in the comfortable den. Displayed throughout
the house are mementos from
Mickey's long and distinguished
film career, as well as photos
taken with friends and bookshelves bearing all his favorite

classics.
Behind this cozy cottage is
Mickey's home movie studio, a
converted barn. The Prop
Department in Mickey's Movie
Barn is a collector's delight of
musical instruments, clocks,
costumes, posters, a bucket-carrying broom from "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" segment
of " Fantasia" and the airplane
from " Plane Crazy." There's
also a Scenic Shop where
Donald Duck's latest project a somewhat chaotic backdropis on display, a projection booth,
a Screening Room, an Editing
Room and sound stage, where
Mickey is hard at work on his
current project. Here, guests are
given the chance of a lifetime
- to meet the legendary mouse
in his own cartoon world.
Down the road is the Chip'n
Dale Tree Slide and Acorn
Crawl built into the branches of
a neighboring acorn tree. The

.•

·-

blance to Donald himself, with a
blue, cap-shaped roof, porthole
eyes and broad duck bill-like
deck. On de ck, guests may
climb a net or spiral staircase to
the upper deck's pilot house,
where they can clang the ship 's
bell, sound the fog horn and tum
the wheel, the latter activating
the compass. A spiral slide provides a speedy exit.
Nearby the "Miss Daisy" is
Goofy's Bounce House, a bright
blue establishment for kids only
and as droll as Goofy himself.
The house boasts the world's
largest infl atable interior and
indeed, everything - furniture,
fireplace, fish bowl - is inflatable. When
u s of kids enter

to play, they can literally bounce
off the walls!
Wander through Goofy's garden on the way to the Bounce
House. You know things are
askew when you see patches of
popcorn stalks and watermelons
which actually squirt water! A
Goofy scarecrow keeps watch as
whirligigs whirl. Believe it or
not, real cabbage, kale and
squash grow here, too.
Well, that's our tour of the
neighborhood. Mickey and his
friends hope you '11 join them
any time for another look at the
lifestyles of the animated and
famous!

ALL HEARTS AND FLOWERS • Welcome to the home of

RED LETTER FUN- Nothings as

GET GOOFY - Children can literally bounce off the furn iture, walls .

Toontown's sweetest resident.

it seems in Toontown.

and even the fireplace in Goofy's bounce house.

·!Happy Father-'s Dayj
Polygram Group Distribution
Celebrates Black Music Month
~-

~

NU COLOURS
UNUMmD

FfAIUIING THIE SMASH "F.llUN DOWN,"
l'lUS "OCUN' ANO "GIUTR lOYf"

~
PARLIAMENT
taus
11..~.-. . .III TEAR THE ROOF OFF (1974- 1980)
THE DELUXE ANTHOIOGY INCLUDING

...

2S IXPlOSIVI FUNK JAMS
PLUS EXTENSIVE &OOtCLET H01

COLIN ENGLAND
OUT OF CONTROL

Includes The Posse (Shoot Em Up)
by It\TELUGENl HOODLUM One N,gr,t 0 1
Freedor,, bv B BO T I (BAD~ BOVZ OF THE
1NDUSTRY) end new mus,c ov Tone-Loe
Tne SOunas Qt 310c1e.ness The Nev,Me Bro1hers
Top Cno,ce C,,que Ves•o ona More

Funk Essentials
Best of Con Funk Shun
Best of Cameo
Best of Barkays
Best of Kool & The Gang
Funky Stuff (sampler)

Also available:

ENTER TO WIN

Disneyland
Passes For A Family of Four (4)
Entry Application Available At Any Retaile r Listed Be low
Entries Must Be In By: 6/30/93
TITLES AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

Groovetlme
643 W. Baseline
San Bernardino
(909} 884-0197

main attractions of this woodsy
home are two slides and Chip'n
Dale's nearby winter stash thousands of inflatable acorns
- through which younger
guests can crawl.
Next door resides Gadget, the
daring and resourceful star of
"Chip'n Dale Rescue Rangers,"
and her environmentally sound
workshop made of found objects
and recycled cartoon discards.
Around the inventor's workshop
races her Go Coaster, a miniature roller coaster imaginatively
assembled from oversized
combs, toothbrushes, matches,
scissors and oversized wooden
block toys on which guests ride
in hollowed-out acorn vehicles.
Donald Duck resides primarily in Duckburg, U.S.A., but his
boat, the "Miss Daisy" is
moored on Toon Lake, across
the street from Mickey and
Minnie. This wacky quacker's
quarters bear a striking resem-

Street Beat
10541 MIii
Montclair
(909) 482-2052

AMC
Music
1754 W. Baseline
San Bernardino
(909) 383-8470

Maurlces
13901 E. Amar Rd.
LaPuente
(818) 962-0947

AMC
Videos
1705 W. Baseline
San Bernardino
(909) 885-5180

Bre Dance Studio Student Takes Toon Town By Surprise

F

or
Bennett
and
Winsome Reid, the support, dedication and
love they unabashedly
give to their three children is
paying off. Though, as with any
family, sibling rivalry exi&t
among the three kids, yet,
Bennett and Winsome manage
to direct the riv alry towards a
more positive outcome.
Recently the three Reids
along with 450 youngsters auditioned for dance pans at a studio
in Los Angeles. After three
days of sti ff comp etition the
only African-American male
le ft in the runni ng was John
Reid, a 7th grader at St Thomas
Catholic School in Riverside
and a member of the Bre Dance
Studio in Riverside. John is the
youngest son in the Reid family.
In 1992, Ben Reid the eldest
son, was accepted to the Joffrey
Ballet Summer Program in New
York City, where he studied several styles of dance including
. ballet and Pas de deux.. The year 1993 has proven to
be the one for John's star to
shine as he was selected to perform in the celebration designed
to spotlight Disneyland's newest
attraction Toontown in the
" Ro ck 'n Toontown" Disney
production .. John, Ben and
Brittany Reid are not strangers
to dance as each has been training under the watchful, committed auspices of Clifford Breland,
the owner/operator of Br e
Dance Studio and himself a seasoned dancer.
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John Reid

John for four years has been · dancing John simply states"I'm
studying j azz, tap, ballet and enjoying it"
funk and has several stage performances to his credit.
The Ro ck '. ,n Toontown
special will be airing on the
In his usual modest and quiet Disney Channel so check yout
way when asked about his sue- local listing for exact date and
cessful entry into professional times.
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Watkbts®
PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE
For product service
to your ho~ e, call
Independent Mktg.
Representative Karlyn
Camenga (909) 352-9551.
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·High-voltage tradition char ed with excitement
ome twenty years ago,
one minute and three
seconds of music
changed the sound of
. isneyland after dark forever.
: When the Main Street
, '1ectrical Parade came to bril'{Sant life for that first time back
'· • 1972, it was to the accompa. '·ment of "Baroque Hoedown,"
~ musical composition as
§
arkling and lively as the
~ade itself.
~.;: Though the main theme was
.. ••deed only 63 seconds long, its
·"-tltelody
and chord structure
.......
~t!flade it easy to adapt and weave
.::hrough arrangements of the
1 ~miliar Disney tunes heard
: :lhroughout
the parade, in a varir • .•
. :~y of styles and tempos. And
.=!~er since, for two decades and
,:1nore than 3,000 performances,
that theme and its variations
-.nave delighted spectators as the
; perfect musical setting for the
':.'parade's half-million lights.
- ··' "Baroque Hoedown" is electronic rather than orchestral
.·~music. Written for the synthe' 'sizer, this lighthearted, catchy
',Romposition is ideal for the
· . Main Street Electrical Parade.
Live performers and innovative
floats step and sway to the
.:.sounds of the bedazzled night, tjme procession.
.;. Using electronic music was,
: as so many other things Disney,

STARRY, STARRY NIGHTI

an innovation.
"The synthesizer was kind of
on the cutting edge, really state
of the art at the time," says Mike
Davis, Disneyland's director of
entertainment. "It was really a
sign of what music would be."
As recording technology
changed through the years, so
did the "Baroque Hoedown."
Whereas the original parade
soundtrack was recorded on
eight tracks, today's 48-track
version allows more creative
possibilities for the musical
embellishments. The multitrack format also enables each
parade unit to have its own
individual accompaniment,
advanced down the parade route
by computer, so that all viewers
see and hear the same show as a
float passes before them .
Through the years the music has
also been updated and new
arrangements added; since 1977
these creative and recording
responsibilities have been in the
capable hands of Disneyland
Entertainment Consultant Don
Dorsey.
Visually, too, of course, the
parade has kept in step with
technological improvements.
After its temporary replacement
in 1975 and 1976 by the
Bicentennial 's America on
Parade, it returned in 1977 with
three-dimensional floats instead
of the initial flat, two-dimen-

sional units. Also added were a
new figure of the Bl ue Fairy
from "Pinocchio," "Alice in
Wonderland" characters and the
smoke-blowing
"Pete's
Dragon."
After another two-year hiatus
in 1983 and 1984, the new,
improved 1985 version added a
Pleasure Island scene from
"Pinocchio," Captain Hook's
pirate ship from "Peter Pan" and
the diamond mine from "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs."
Thanks to up-to-the-minute
enhancements, those diamonds
glitter more than any real jewels
possibly could, while tiny strobe
lights in the Blue Fairy's gown
and "Alice in Wonderland"
mushrooms also twinkle brightly.
Just what does make the
Main Street Electrical Parade so
special?
Why does it leave first-time
spectators in delighted awe and
keep seasoned viewers coming
back for more?
Says Mike Davis,"! think the
parade has a perfect match of
music and the visual. The NIGHT MAGIC - Disneyland's most celebrated classic back!
music just grabs you - the style
is very up, bright and happy.
The lights are very magical.
So when you have the match,
it's very endearing. It's the kind
of experience you 'd expect to
have at Disneyland."

LIGHT BRIGADE-• Thousands of twinkling lights parade down Main

plassic Disney tales come to life. Street.

MAGICAL POWERS -- fantasmic! is a spectacular mix of music and stunning visual effects. ,

·l Aladdin's Royal Caravan is fun
On a grand scale
j

~:Aladdin's Royal Caravan
p ~rade takes Disneyland guests
oii a magic carpet ride back to
the time of the Arabian nights
w,l lere they can greet young
P:t ince Ali, Princess Jasmine
their royal entourage.
: Based on Walt Disne y
P.tctures ' animated feature
"Aladdin," the parade includes
•
c~aracters
from the popular
~ tion picture as well as larger
$in-life animals and a whimsicil cast created by the genie's
f~ulous powers. The Caravan
~ gins with the towering threesi>ry inflatable version of the
g}nie surrounded by scimitar~ elding dancers, harem girls
aiid the bejeweled tre asures
{!om the magical Cave of
Wonders. Later, the genie pops
~ as a dancer in top hat and
t~ls and as the occupant of a
snake charmer's basket

..

at!d
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But better watch out! Two
enormous golden camels travel
along the parade route spitting
streams of water at spectators.
The camels are carried by cartoon-like puppets and are proceeded (naturally) by the
Carriers of the Royal Spittoons.
The procession continues
with an enormous ape held by
hapless float carriers, followed
by perfonners resembling acrobats doing a "three-man-high"
stunt.
In true Agrabahian fashion ,
the Market Place comes alive as LEARNING THE ROPES -merchants hawk their wares and Typical life in the big city.
a company of comic merchants
swallow swords, eat fire and lay - finds himself now humorously relegated to pushing the
on a bed of nails.
Then Prince Ali and Princess honey bucket behind the giant
Jasmine ride into Agrabah on a elephant.
Disneyland guests can enjoy
magic carpet perched atop a
giant puppeted elephant while Aladdin's Royal Caravan daily
Aladdin's old nemesis - J afar through September 6.

FUN ON A GRAND SCALE -- The genie proclaims Prince Ali's g eatness in Aladd in's Royal Caravan .
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DECORATING BASKETS
by Dawn Cusick

t
I

:'
1

______________
over

. :. .:. . :::..:__
A basket lover's dream come true!

100 new and incredibly imag ina~
tive ways-all in full color- to trans·
: form any basket into a g ift baske t for every
~ occasion or into a decorat ive accent for any
: room.
I

:
~

• scented baskets
• fu nctiona I baskets
keepsake wedding baskets
• food baskets
• Christmas baskets
• potpourri baskets
• picnic baskets

Alpha-Hydrox® Creme fights wrinkles
like Retin-A® without the irritation.
_Now th~re's a pr~duct tha! reduces the appearance of age lines and
wrinkles with no painful burning or redness, and you can even go in the
sun.
_The Alpha-Hydrox Crerne skin treatment system fights the skin's
aging process by sloughing off dead skin cells to expose new silky
smooth skin.
o~er this nonprescription creme with the benefits of Glycolic
Acid, mail check or money order for $33.95 for two 2 oz. jars to:
American Melody, 123 South St. , Oyster Bay, NY 11771.

!O

t• •

,
~:
::
•:
••
:~ou'll
d iscover other inventive ideas for
:Jurning an inexpensive or old basket into
:) n extravagantly beautiful gift for yourself or ,1 friend. quick Iv and incxpen~ ~y
'

..

:Simple instructions make it possible to have instant ~uccc/~, evc-rv t,m,· ,111 J
:?or every occasion. Paperback 128 pages (all in color), 8 J/2 x JO . ·
•
•
:•

:~

TO ORDER

,•

Send your name, address, 1.1p code and $14.95 p lu~ $2 .50 post~g,• ,ind
hand ling to

American Melody, 123 South Street, Oyster Bay, NY 11771.
NY r~>1dents ad d appropriate salt,s tax Plea,r print cle.1rly

SAVE! Order two for$28.90 plus $4.00 postage and hand ling.

~
~

Would you answer three questions
to help change the lives
of needy children overseas?

.I: ; II
~

0
c

...

~

...

.S
~

~
~

9
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When you see children who
are poor in different
countries, what is your first
thought?

0 How can I help?
0 It's sad, but we've got
problems of our own
Other- -- - - - -l'I Do you W1derstand how a U.S.
Iii sponsor of a needy child
overseas actually helps that
child~.

s:

!

f rom France

(ILECREUSET

0 Yes O I'm not sure
:'i
O I h aven't the slightest idea
~- If you prefer to answer by telephone, call
:X
1-800-556-7918

~

Ca5t

iron cool:,,.vare

Fa5hion • QualitV
Av,11lc1blt:

in

LonQeVitV

vuur ld90rite department and Qourmet stores

!
~

-

:lj
"""

2

children in need somewhere in
the world, do you ever wonder
what happened to those
children?

i~

childfeach
U, S, ME-'<BER or

~

r~RNATIONAL

Childreach is formerly Fasrer Parents Plan- one of the uldo1
and moo respected sponsorslup ori;anu.,non, u1 die world.
w1rh av~ 55 years as a leader in linking caring sponsors wuh
needy cluldren alld thw famil,e, ove<><as.

j

~
,....

•0.

!
•"'m
,.

2,.

z
0 Yes O It was a spur of the
~
moment decision and I haven't
,.
m
thought about it since conoibuting ;
Other - - - - - - - - !

•

Please answer these questions
and mail the entire ad back to
Childreach, 155 Plan Way,
Warwick, RI 02886-1099.
Remember, there are no right or
wrong answers, but every answer
may help a needy child overseas!

x:,.

2
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z

~~

•

?
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!

Enamelled

Iii If you have ever conoibuced co
Ill an emergency fund to help

!

Name - - -~:ess
Male O
Married O
Other

-

- -- -

State-

Zip -

Female O
-

i§
~

Single O

- -- --

I

--I\ 33 l

•?
-,,
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Fiery nighttime fantasy keeps sizzling:

I

t begins with a familiar
scene: The house lights
dim, the spotlights knife
through the dark and an
anxious hush falls over the audi-

\-MJx
j \,.
~

(

ON THE EDGE - Pan finds
himself in a precarious position

ence as the t uxedoed figure
strides to the podium. A wave of
his hand starts the music - and
with each gesture, skyrockets
pierce the night sky, flowers
burst into bloom and magical
creatures dance before the stage.
It's Fantasmic!, Disneyland's
weekend celebration of music,
live action and stunning visual
effects.

Conducted by the Magic
Kingdom's most famous resident, Mickey Mouse himself,
the spectacular pits Mickey and
friends against some of Disney's
most memorable fairy tale villains.
Mickey begins the evening
presentation with a lavish array
of special effects from his own
creative vision. But his imaginary realm is ove1TI1n by a sinister collection of Disney evildoers, led by Maleficent, the
witch from "Sleeping Beauty."
Kaa, the snake from .. J ungle
Book," slithers across the stage,
as Ursula the Sea Witch , the
conniving octopus from "The
Little Mermaid " cackles her
appreciation. Mickey must use
his own powers of goodness and
imagination - as well as help
from some of his animated allies
- to defeat them.
Complementing the visual
magic, the 22-minute spectacular features a fully orchestrated
sound track played through a
sophisticated sound system.
Blending familiar Disney
favorites with several all-new

songs, the score includes newly
remixed standards, including
"P ink Elephants on Parade,"
from "Dumbo".
For the visual side of this creative spectacle, the artists at the
Magic Kingdom chose to paint
on something appropriately
imaginative - mist. Three
water-vapor .. screens" shoot up
40 feet above the Rivers of
America, forming a curtain in
front of a live-action stage on
Tom Sawyer Island. A trio of
computer-linked 70mm movie
projectors use special lenses to
make the characters "float" on
the mist. The viewers, standing
throughout New Orleans Square
and along the river, see the same
image on each screen.
In addition to the mist screens
and island stage, Fantasmic's
action spills over onto the
waters around the island, directly in front of the audience. Belle
and Ariel from "Beauty and the
Beast" and "The Little
Mermaid" pass by on floats,
joined by their respective beaus.
Captain Hook and his band of
pirates escape from Peter Pan to

BEWITCHING - Maleficent
conjures up trouble

take over the Sailing Ship
Columbia. As Hook and Pan
cross swords in the ship's rigging, the captain's 25-foot long
toothsome
nemesis , the
crocodile, swims behind, hoping
for a further taste of the mustached pirate.
Live action and fantasy mix

1994 Scene One Black Actors' Calender
Now Available
There will be a Celebrity signing on June 19 from 10 am - 2 pm at Secombe Lake in San Bernardino
A portion of the proceeds from the calendar sales will benefit the Institute for Black Parenting to recruit African-American families for African
American male children. These children remain in the child welfare system longer than any other group.
FOR FUND RAISING OPPORTUNITIES PLEASE CALL (310) 28S-3609

FIERY BATTLE - An evil 45-foot tall fire-breathing dragon
threatens our hero, Sorcerer Mickey.

freely throughout Fantasmic !
Interactive pyrotechnics, water
fountains, fog and laser projections are all a part of the magical
Fantasmic! palette. Monstro, the
whale from "Pinocchio," swats
the water with his tail and the
spray carries off the screen to
land in front of the crowd.
During her climactic battle with

Mickey, Maleficent mushro9ins
into a towering, fire-breathJ)lg
dragon and the river's surface
bursts into flames.
But this time, the Sorcer~r•s
Apprentice has mastered l}is
craft. Mickey defeats the mythical villains in a visual feast. of
lasers, lights and pyrotechnics.

The San Bernardino Child Advocacy Program:
cordially invites you and your guest to our 4th Annual
CASNGAL Volunteer Awards Recognition Dinner Friday,
July 30, 1993 at 6:30 in the evening at The Castaway, 670
North Kendall Drive, San Bernardino, California 92407. ...,

...

Donation is $20.00 per person Please R.S.V.P.
:.:
with check and number of persons by July 20, 1993 :~"

For more Information please call: (909) 387- 756~~

DREAMS
--

ttjANNOUNCING...

FOR SALE.

THE BEST DEAL

O>J UNION SQUARE
s77t1andard

It you've

always had the dream

Room

of owning your own home, your
dream may have just come true.
For as little as you're paying in
monthly rent and a modest down
payment. you could buy a HUD Home, That's r ight. The

H O r E L

O ,;

U N I O N

U. S, Department of Housing and Urban Development

S C., U A R E

450 l'owcll Street• San Francisco, CA 94102

THE DREAM OF OWNING YOUR OWN HOME CAN COME
TRUE FOR ABOUT WHAT YOU'RE PAYING IN RENT.

[HUD) has programs that make owning a home easier

UNIVERSAL
STUDIOS
than you think. Programs that
vvill even help you cover most if

KNOTT'S
BERRY
FARM

THE FORUM

not all of your closing costs.
If you'd like more information
about the home you've always

DISNEYLAND

CATALINA
ISLAND

dreamed of, contact your real
estate agent. Dr. for a free

All Within Reach
$59•
*9* $69

L<>catcJ along the 405
Freeway midway between
Orange and Los Angeles
Counties, the Long
per room, per
night with 2 I-Jay
Beach Marriott offers
AJv~nct• Purcha'iC
everything you need for a
leisurely weekend getaway. Enjoy the
elegance and amenities of this resort-like

b r ochure on how to buy a HUD
home. call 1-B00-767- 4HUD.

properry with indoor and
outdoor swimming pools,
saunas, exercise room, and
• wnh
a myriad of restaurants
7Jay
AJvancr and lounges to enjoy.
Purcha,c
Tennis, golf and beaches
are minutes away. If you plan ahead and call
tcx:lay...everything is within your reach!
with

14-Jay
AJ..ancr
Purchase

There's never been a better
time to follow your dream , because now you can afford it.

*Valid Friday and ScuurdaJ cmi), based cm availabili,, ,hrough l 2/30/93. l<IX and
)?TaJuitie.<nm included. No, applicable w )?Toups OT preoiowl) booked rescrvacion,.

LONG

@

BEACH~afffOff

s

WE'LL HELP You OWN A PIECE OF AMERICA.

4700 Airron Plaza Dr. • Long Beach, CA 9061 5 • 010) 425-5210 • (800) 32 1-5642
To qualWied buyers, only on homes with FHA-insured financing. Closing costs and fees additional. ·

,i

·-
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ife sure would be
wonderful if the world was
just one big cartoon. Now it
is-at the new MICKEY'S
TOONTOWN. You'll see
your favorite Toons and tour

their wild and wacky homes.
Meet Mickey, live and in
action, on his Movie Barn
set. Take a whirlwind spin on
Gadget's Go Coaster. Then,
bounce around Goofy's

-~

Bounce House. Visit
Minnie's House. See why
Donald Duck's boat, the
Miss Daisy, is everything
it's quacked up to be! Hop
the Jolly Trolley all around

\
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ontown. Toon up your
ny bone in the land that
ons built, MICKEY'S
ONTOWN. Now open at
sneyland Park. Come see
w the funnier half lives.

}
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I

I

,I

I

®
(!;)The Wah Disney Company
ROGER RABBIT Character
(!;)Disney/Amblin Emenairunem, Inc.

\

Disneyland

Special Advertising Supplement

, The Black Voice News

Favorite attractions
:deliver E ticket fun

,Each

year, millions of
people from every corner of the world rediscover the fantasy and
· adventure of the -,vtagic
Kingdom. The big attraction?
The swashbuckling thrills of
Pirates of the Caribbean, the
harrowing five story drop of
Splash Mountain, the icy
encounter with the Abominable
Snowman on the Matterhorn
'
'

Bobsleds, the ghoulish good
times at the Haunted Mansion
and the intergalactic adventures
of Star Tours, presented by M &
M& M Chocolate Candies, to
name a few. These attractions
and adventures, among others,
have become famo_ys the world
over and remain perennial
favorites with guests visiting the
Ha1:,p1est Place on Earth.

THE BIG SPIN - This whir1ing, twirling adventure may be just your
cup of tea.

~ \.tt'·~-

; p:

A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT • Explore uncharted waters and

YO-HO•, YO-HO •• A pirate's

untamed jungles on this spirited cruise.

life awaits you on the wildest
adventure ever to rock the
Spanish Main.

HAUNTING GROUND- Beware
of ghostly ghouls and spirits.

Employment l'imes Are
Changing - Are You?

Rewarding
Home Business
Opportunity

•

• Asked-for qual ity household
[Jroducts
• Renowned 125-year
rep utation
• Minimal risk
• No inventory
• Rewards and awards
• Exciting income potential
• Strong support team and
training
• Unconditional money-back
guarantee

Today's job market is changing. This
is the largest
employment shift since the
Industrial Revolution.
If you are a minority then
finding a job is even tougher.
Are you ready to meet the job
search challenges of the

FREE INFORMATION ...
Independent Mktg.
Representative Karlyn

'90's?

Camenga (909) 352-9551.

Is your company ready to

meet the challenges
of recruiting minority
employees in today's
chaotic market?
If not, call Dorche' Consulting Group. We will give
you the skills necessary to
compete in this hectic job
market.
The first consultation is
free - so call (909) 677-6583.

Dorclte • Con• ulling • (POPI 677-6583

N eighborh ood Advantage I-Ion1e Loans

· FL YING HIGH •• Elephants really fly as witnessed by this happy group.

DAN MARTIN~s SEC-RET

N How,' 1···'0. · Wl'N
SUPER LOTT'O~ '
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Since you've decided to buy
a home, this little n eighborhood comes
highly rec ommended.

/
/

/

I

I
I
I
I

I

W hen you buy

I

I
I
I

a ho m e yo u'r e
b u ying

•

N e ig hborh ood

10'¼1 I ,ess I ncon1c Req u ire d
No Rank Fees

th a n a p la ce t o live -

"PLAY"

Adva n ta ge
has more flexi• . •

•

!.

.•

you're bu ying security , c omfort and room to

m e nts- y ou m ay quali fy w ith 3 0 % less

grow. And now that you 've found the p er-

incom e th a n with s tandard home loan s.

fe et pl ace , a ll yo u n ee d i s a fi n anc i a l

P lu s, you won 't h a v e t o pay p oints or

arrangeme nt you can afford.

bank fees.

W e ll, h e re 's a little neig h borly advice:

S o be sure to d rop b y y our local BofA

N e ig hbo r hood Advantage® Hom e L o ans

branc h today fo r more information about

from Ba nk of America can make an affor d-

N e ig hbo rhoo d A dvantage Hom e Loans .

able differen ce.

W e'll m ake you feel rig ht at h om e .

.

,.'

Whe ther yo u're buy ing a n ew ho m e or
refin anci n g the o n e y o u a l read y lo ve,

"Hey, you can't win if you dOn't
play. There's no trick to it ...
you've just got to take your
chances. And I'm living proof
that anybody can win. Six million dollars later,
I'm still playing Super Lotto.

When fortune smiles on you,
I say smile right back:'

B A N K ING ON AME RI CA™

m

,,

Bank of America

lt'1 Time

Mu, t b e 18 lo ploy.
Jac kpots paid o ver 20 yea rs.
CCollfo rnlo Stole l ottery

Do n Mortin - Body Sho p Owner
Super lotto Winner 1288
$6,140,000

Neighborhood Advantage Home Loans are available to creditworthy individuals meeting specified income requirements for their county or when financing a home located In selected zip codes or census tracts in California. These areas are primarily comprised of census tracts with a median income of
80% or less than that of the metropolitan statistical area in which they are located (based on 1990 census). A prepayment fee may apply. Mortgage
insurance may be required. Program terms and conditions subject to change without notice. ©1993 Bank of America NT&SA. Member FDIC .

,,
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;southern California offers nonstop vacation magic

P
.
:
:
.

lanning a vacation to
Southern California?
Then make Disneyland
and the Disneyland
Hotel in Anaheim, the hub of
your leisure visit to the popular
region. Centrally located,
they're within easy driving distance of sandy beaches, mountains, deserts and the perfect
home base for day excursions to
Hollywood and other Southland
attractions.
Venture to nearby seaside
communities that offer relaxation on sand beaches, or sail a
boat, visit quaint marinas and
explore charming shops and
boutiques.
Another famous Southland
attraction is Hollywood, where
there's glamour and nostalgia
everywhere you tum. Whether
it's attending the taping of a
favorite television show, placing
one's own footprints and hand

prints in those of movie legends
at Mann's Chinese Theater or
tracing celebrities' sidewalk
stars along Hollywood's Walk of
Fame, there's lots to see in
nnseltown.
In Beverly Hills, take a
leisurely stroll along posh
Rodeo Drive, home to an elegant collection of designer boutiques and fashionable eateries
and rub elbows with the rich and
famous.
Just 90 minutes away from
Disneyland, hike amongst towering pines in the mountains and
cool your feet in crystal-clear
streams meandering through
lush scenery. And just a short
drive from the mountains are
deserts offering everything from
pristine solitude to sparkling
resorts. In resort communities
like Palm Springs and Palm
Desert, play golf on one of
many championship 18-hole

,lSUttliG.\\ ,

,Ott . ..

;:'.;i:~:.\}0 ·:;~~/t·:\0\(\½.~,<. ~:~5Lf)t.t/;L.b5~ ;i,'?',i"f.,.,,,;,f,-""''+

LEGENDARYLANDMARKVisitors ham it up in front of the
world- famous sign.

Glad You Glided In - the Disneyland Hotel connected to the Disneyland Monorail.

courses, relax in natural hot
springs or just kick back and
bask in palm-laden surroundings.

To plan a dream-come-true on a host of complete travel
vacation , contact the Walt packages from exciting San
Disney Travel Company. Their Diego getaways to a fun-filled
travel professionals can advise Disneyland experience. Call the

Walt Disney Travel Company at
(714) 520-5050 or see your travel planner.

Rebuilding L.A., Disneyland stYle
~

D

uring last spring's
unrest
in
Los
Angeles, 19-year-old
Lakiesha Roberts
remained inside her home in
South Central Los Angeles, forbidden by her grandmother to go
outside. Just two months later,
as a direct result of those violent
days, she became a Disneyland
Cast Member as part of the
Magic Kingdom's efforts to help
rebuild the community in the
riots' aftermath .
Roberts was one of about 200
young African-American South
Central residents chosen to work
at Disneyland or the Disneyland
Hotel. More than 600 hopefuls,
ranging in age from 17 to 22,
applied for the program, which
was conduc,t~d in cooperation
with the First A.M.E.
Church and included preinterview counseling and seminars on job searches, work
ethics and career planning.
Hired as a seasonal employee in
the
Park's
Costuming
Department Roberts was pro-

moted to year-round status two
months later, working 24 to 40
hours a week..
"We each could give three
choices about where we wanted
to work", says Roberts. She
explains about how she landed
in the Costuming Department,
where she issues Cast Members'
ensembles. "My hobbies are an,
painting and designing, so costuming seemed natural."
Roberts, now 20, is a college
student, a junior at Downtown
Los Angeles Trade Tech, pursuing a career in creative design
and special effects. During the
summer a special bus transported progr~ participants to and
from Disneyland.
Roberts' outgoing, friendly
personality, a key factor jn her
selection, now plays a major
role in her job. "Maybe our Cast
Members have had a bad day in
the real world, but they have to
be in a good mood when they go
into the Park," she says. "So
when they come to the window
to pick up their costumes, I try

to make them smile and be
happy. I might tell a joke and
make them laugh."
And what has made Roberts
happy about her Disneyland
experience?
"Where shall I start?" she
smiles. "You meet a lot of people from different countries.
There are a lot of friendly people here. You learn to rely on
them and they count on you."
Roberts has also reaped deeper rewards. "You think it's
impossible to be hired on at
Disneyland and it's not," she
says. "But when you are hired, it
helps with your personal value.
Disneyland is particular about
who they choose as Cast
Members.
. Jt's introdu<;ed. a whole new
wod<i to me/ she adds, then
realizes she is echoing a song
title from the Disney film
"Aladdin," in which Aladdin
shows his lady love the wonders
of the world. She smiles, "I feel
like Jasmine."
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DISNEYLAND DRESSER - Lakiesha Roberts of Costuming helps wardrobe a cast of thousands.

Bill Pickett
In vita lion al Black
Rodeo · Comes To The Los Rngeles ·
Equestrian Center

Saturday, July 17th
1:30 Pm and 8 :OD Pm
G

Sunday, July 18th
3:30 Pm
(Black Voice news Day)
Tickets on Sale
Rdmission tickets are availble for

$15 - Box Seats $10 - Rdults
$8 - Children
Don't Wait I

St012 Smoking
We Can Help You Stop Smoking.
Call Us Today

For more information contact
the Black Voice at
1583 W. Baseline in. San Bernardin_o

8B9-0506
3585 main St. #201 in Riverside

662-6070

d

Tobacco Use Redu~tjon N~V: (TURN)

.... . . ...., ..:.J;;r"

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC HEALTH FUNDED BY PROPOSITION 99, TOBACCO TAX INITIAllVE

,-~·~-·----~- - ·
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Beauty and the Beast sets the stage for romance

;Encore,
I

encore! The
popular Beauty and the
,
Beast Live show that
,
took the Disneyland
stage by storm last season is
,back.
. The characters from the most
;popular animated movie of all
1time come to life during the 25,miqute extravaganza. One of the
,most lavish shows ever present_ed at Videopolis, Beauty and the
;Beast Live features dramatic
special effects, lively singing
and dancing, and extravagant,
:imaginative costumes.
The show opens in the
:channing French village where
:the beautiful heroine, Belle,
,must deal with the unwanted
:affections of the conceited and
·ruthless villain, Gaston. When
Belle meets the rough-edged
-Beast, she initially detests him.
·Belle later brings out the Beast's
gentle side and they fall in love.
· Along the way, they perfonn
the movie 's best-loved songs,
·including the vivacious "Be Our
·Guest," where a dining room

full of exuberant singing and
dancing dishes, utensils and
foods ente~tain the delighted
Belle. Later in the show, Belle
and the Beast perform
"Something There," as they
explore their growing feelings
for each other.
The jealous Gaston _tries to

R

yan Kent Guilbert of
Norco was selected
as the grand prize
winner
in
Disneyland's Match the
Homes contest, sponsored by
Disneyland and The Black
Voice News.
The contest was held
and the winner was selected at
random on June 16,1993.
Ryan Kent Guilbert successfully matched the following
Disney Toons with the correct
homes.
1. The Miss Daisy-(B)

f.;.,~"

("

LOOKS CAN BE DECEIVING -

- Underneath that rough exterior lays a heart of gold,,

crush the couple's love by leading a mob of angry townspeople
to the castle, singing the powerful "Kill the Beast" and "The

Disneyland contest
winner named -

' couple's love breaks the spell
that has imprisoned the Beast
STAGE PRESENCE - Beauty and the Beast stars are getting Rave for many years and he becomes
a handsome prince once again.
reviews at Disneyland.
The show features the voices
of
the talented actors who
Mob Song" numbers as they famous ballroom scene where
helped
make the movie so popuproceed on their rampage.
the now-civilized Beast and the
But goodness and love pre- golden-gowned Belle perform lar: Robby Benson as the Beast;
vail. The show's climax is the the show's theme song. The Angela Lansbury as the gentle

2. Chip 'n Dale's Tree
House-(D)
3. Mickey's House - ~(A)
4. Goofy's Bounce House
-(E)
5. Pluto's Dog House-(C)

As the grand prize winner,
Ryan Kent Guilbert will
receive a Disneyland vacation to see Mickey's
Toontown,
the Magic
Kingdom's first new land in
more than 20 years.
Ryan Kent Guilbert will
stay at the 60-acre Disneyland
Hotel.
teapot Mrs. Potts; Jerry Orbach
as the irrepressibly romantic
candlestick Lumiere; and David
Ogden Stiers as Cogsworth, the
oh-so proper clock.
The magical and romantic
Beauty and the Beast Live stage
spectacular is offered each week
at Disneyland.
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YES! I WANT TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE BLACK VOICE NEWS
Order now and your subscription will start in 4-6 weeks
: 0

:o
~

.

Start my subscription to The Black Voice News for 1 year, 52 weeks and 52 big issues for only
$35.00.

DESSERTS

Start my subscription to The Black Voice News for 2 years 104 weeks and 104 big issues for only
$65.00. A $5.00 savings off the 1 year rate.

: o Bill me.
0 Payment enclosed
.
: Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

T

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _.:..:,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Y

S
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BlACKBERRY ICE CREAM PIE
Crust

Baked 9-inch Crisco Shortening or Crisco Oil Single
Crust

'

: · Address _ _ _ _ __:__ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

Filling

1 package (4-serving size) peach or berry flavor
gelatin (not sugar free)
1 cup hoiling water
1 pint frozen vanilla nonfat yogurt, softened
1-1/, cups fresh or frozen dry pack blackberries, partially
thawed
Topping
1 cup whipped topping (made from dry mix)
2 cups fresh berries

--~-1.

2.

For filling. combine gelatin and water in large bowl.
Stir until dissolved. Cut yogurt into small chunks. Add
to gelatin mixture, a spoonful at a time. Blend with
wire whisk after each addition.
Dry blackberries between paper rowels. Fold into
gelatin mixture. Spoon into cooled baked pie crust.
Refrigerate or freeze several hours before serving. Top
with whipped topping and fresh berries.

One 9-Inch Pie

295 CALORIES / FAT 11 g(98 CAL or 33%of total calories)/ SAT FAT 2g(5%of
total calories) / CARB 41 g/ PROTEIN 5g/ CHOL 5mg/ SODIUM 175 mg

- -~----------

Food for the Spirit
My most impressive

memory of breaking bread
with Dr. Dorothy Height
ocwrred al one of the
Notional Boord meetings

of the NCNW. It was at that
time I understood why she
is such on exemplary
leader. The comfort of
everyone assembled was
her first priority. Attention
to detllib necessary for on
enlightening exchange of
information was also her
utmost concern, so much
so that she never ate her
own dinner. Iwould gently
remind her that she hod
not toudied her dinner, to
wlich she would
ocknowledgingly nod.
Sha certainly is a role
model for the kind of
unselfish spirit that

bespeaks a true leader.
Her love for her work and
the people who ore a port
of her mission is
demonstrated by her
unselfish concern for
others. Even though Dr.
Height did not eat, I
certoinly did and Ienjoyed
the physical and spiritual
nourishment shored that
evening.
Gwlldolyn L Boyd
Eastern RegicNtal

Dlractor, Delta 5igllla
111ata Sorority, ""-

THE BLACK FAMil,Y DINNER QUILT COOKBOOK
ORDERFORM
Send me _ _ cookbook(s) at $14.95 each plus $3 shipping and handling charge for each book ordered.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ -,--_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address------ - - - - - - - --

-

- - -- - --

---'"---

-

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __
Telephone (

O

Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of$_ _ _ _ plus $3 shipping and handling.
Make check payable to: The Wimmer Companies

D

Charge to my Master Card or Visa. (Circle card to be charged)

Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expiration Date _ _ _ __

Signarure _ _ _ _ _ _,.;._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

The Black Voice News

Allow seven to ten days for delivery.
Mail to: The Wimmer Companies
4120 B. F. Goodrich Blvd.
Memphis, Tennessee 38118
Administered through SMC Associates, Inc. (901) 7S3-0308
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Disneyland Hotel offers
premier resort;::;;/??pleasu.res, ,

A

JliJlr.Ui:~'. h,

Sout~ern Calif?rnia
vacation experience
wouldn't be complete
without a stay at the
Disneyland Hotel. The 60-acre
resort offers an impressive array
of Disney quality accommodations, dining, entertainment and
recreation .
The Hotel showcases 11
restaurants and lounges, nearly
20 shops, three swimming
pools, 10 tennis courts, a tropical beach and even an inland
marina. Entertainment includes
the nightly Fantasy Waters
show, country western music at
the Neon Cactus and fun-filled
Disney Character Meals.
And now, a stay at the Hotel
is even better than ever with the
recent completion of a two-yearlong refurbishment of guest
rooms, lobbies and meeting
spaces throughout the resort.
The biggest renewal effort in the
Hotel 's history, the multimillion-dollar project's improvements not only create a fresh ,
contemporary look for the property, but greatly enhance the
resort's Disney identity ~nd
level of service and hospitality.
While
many
of the
Disneyland Hotel 's charms are
evident to even the most casual
visitor, other pleasant surprises
are tucked away in nooks and
crannies of the 60-acre resort.
For example, guests entering
the Marina Tower lobby are
immediately greeted by the
·charming new brass statues of

WMr<%P ,ow.i.,,., "

.

.·.

Toon food is a dinner's delight

F

ood is always part of
the fun at Disneyland,
so it's only fitting that,
as the Park 's first new
land in more than 20 years,
Mickey's Toontown offer
guests some new culinary
adventures
in zany
Toontown fashion, of course.
Daisy's Diner serves up individual pizzas via an automated
pizza machine - the ingredients ordered are entered and the
pizza is prepared, virtually
untouched by human hands!
The menu for this Toontown
exclusive lists plain cheese
pizza as well as a choice of toppings for any palate: pepperoni,
goat cheese, bell peppers and
red onions, and a smoked barbecue chicken-pineapple-red
onion combination. And what
else would Daisy's beverages
be, but Quacky Quenchers?
Like Toontown itself, Pluto's
Dog House gives adults and
kids hllPPY experiences to
share. There's a grown-up-sized
meal of a 12-inch hot dog, large
apple, large bag of potato chips
and large dessert and a kid-

~ ·····, . i

~

scenic Port - The Disneyland Hotel, The official hotel of the Magic
Kingdom, offers guests the scenic beauty of a waterfront playground.

SUITE ELEGANCE -Luxuries under
foot at the Disneyland Hotel.

Mickey and Minnie Mouse. But
they might not notice that the
piano in the adjacent lounge
appears to be floating on water.
Actually, it sits on plexiglass
above a pool of water cascading
in from the fountain outside.
Around the comer is a "wall
of fame" containing dozens of
photos of famous entertainers,
politicians and royalty who have
visited the Magic Kingdom.
Another unique wall graces
the adjacent Entertainment and
Convention Center. A massive
collage features hundreds of
photos, toys, records, awards,
books, games and other Disney
memorabilia. The collage was

falls they can walk behind and
extensive Koi ponds.
Visitors enjoying the numerous shops and restaurants in the
Plaza area might spot the new
Team Mickey's Workout room
catering to the fimess conscious.
Those strolling in the garden
near the Sierra Tower might spy
the glass elevator, reserved for
guests on the top-floor
concierge level. Those guests
have access to meeting facilities, food and drink bars, and an
entertainment area featuring
videos, games, books and periodicals. Plus, business guests
can use the area's copier and fax
machine.

created for Disneyland's 35year-anniversary in 1990 and
later moved to its current home
at the Hotel.
As guests wander throughout
the rest of the Entertainment and
Convention Center, they might
glimpse a splash of color at the
top of the entryway escalators.
If they venture up, they will find
a curved mural depicting a colorftll scene from "Peter Pan."
The outdoor Seaports of the
Pacific area is home to many
well-known attractions, such as
the Fantasy Waters show. And
adventurous guests who explore
the area will happen upon other
aquatic treasures, such as water-

sized version with two 3-inch
dogs and smaller ponions of
fruit, chips and dessert.
At Clarabelle's Frozen
Yogurt, an upscale barnyard
named for the canoon cowgal,
there are large and small dishes
of frozen yogurt. These "udderly" tasty treats come in several
flavors, which rotate to reflect
current seasons and holidays.
There are also chocolate chip
and snickerdoodle cookies.
Food carts cater to those with a
craving for ice cream or churros.
All of this Toontown fare is
not only wonderful, it's whimsical. Pluto's Dog House diners
will find their condiments
served in dog bowls, while dog
baskets hold potato chips. The
child's meal packaging
becomes a Pluto puppet. And
that milk can at Clarabelle's
conceals a hot chocolate
machine.
So pull up a chair in
Toontown Square and get set
for some hearty eating. Just one
question, though: Why no
Toon-a-fish in Toontown?
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When you see children who are
poor in different countries, what
is your first thought?

0 How can I help?
0 It's sad, but we've got problems
of our own
Other

Name
Cicy
Male:l

Married •
Other

;i

:,.;331

I

Do you understand how a U.S.
sponsor of a needy child overseas
actually helps that child?

"'
~
"'"'

;

0 Yes 0 I'm not sure
I haven't the slightest idea
Please answer these questions
and mail the entire ad back to
Childreach, 155 Plan Way,
Warwick, RI 02886-1099.

•
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Address

Ill

C

I

Would you answer two questions to help
change the lives of needy children overseas? "'
2

iJ--

State~Zip_
Female
Single :::J

"'
~

,."'"'

childreach

•

0

l S. '4DGUO,ll~"l,\fl()\o,U

Ouldreach ,s fonnerlv Foster J>aren15 Plan- one of !he oldest
and mos, r,spccu,d sp011S01<hip ~rions in !he world,
wnh OVtr 55 year, as a leader in · · caring sponsors wuh
nctdv children and their familic, ovmc,,s,
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Brown•s Books

African-American Books

....

Come buy a book about African-Americans, by African-Amer~cans, from African-Americans at Brown's Books
Tony Morrison

Jazz
Derrick Bell

Faces At The Bottom
Of The Well
Waiting To Exhale
Terry McMillan

Horses Make A Landscape Look More Beautiful
The Color Purple
Good Night, Willie Lee, I'll See You In The Morning
In Search Of Our Mothers' Gardens
Living By The Word
Possessing The Secret Of Joy
Rev. L. Dillard
C.A. Diop

Mama
Disappearing Acts

The African Origin Of Civilization

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

The Books Of African Negro Spirituals

Alex Haley

The Autobiography Of Malcolm X

ALEX HALEY S .
1

.

James Weldon Johnson

The Isis Papers
Jawanza Kunjufu
Langston Hughes

The Conspiracy to Destroy Black Boys parts
I-W

Maya Angelou
Will Haygood
Ja'ck Ritchason

The Little Herb Encyclopedia, Revised

King of the Cats The life & Times of Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr.

Brian Lanker

Colin Powell Soldier/Statesman -

I Dream Of World
Black Presence in the Bible

Statesman/Soldier

Alice Walker

New line of Muliticultural Books Hispanic, Indian & Asian

In Love & Trouble

by Howard Means

Alex Haley

1
a.no 0';°'°'
00Js
vld Stevens
Queen now $19.95
1583 West Baseline Avenue San Bernardino, CA 92411 (909) 889 - 0S0 6
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reeway Lincoln Mercury Volkswagen

.: ' ~'i:. :JlW~
:w

'93 Mercury Villager

$19,561.15
President Chuck Mcvay

7 Passenger Wagon - Ser# J18352

* $300

'93 Mercury Tracer

.

'93 Mercury Sable GS

Young Buyer Rebates
on selected models

$10,935.55

$17,063.95

After $200 Rebate

Ser# 641164

....

,.:,, ;

After $750 Factory Rebate Serial # 602948

6.9% Factory Financing Available

'93 Mercury Cougar XR-7

$15,517

• 12Ser#649332

Sales Staff: Larry Mikens, Horace Daniels, Garland Latta, Michael Brayboy, ·
Michael Cook, Robert Justice, Cleveland McNary. Sales Manager Bob Padilla,
Finance Manager Jim Haggerty.

'93 Lincoln Town Car Signature

'93 Lincoln MK VIII

$34,594.00

$34,458

Ser# 695959 After Factory Rebate off $1 ,0000
Ser# 711305

'93 Lincoln Continental

$29,503
After Rebate of $1,000 Serial# 704600

FREEWAY Lincoln-Mercury • VW Inc.
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 889-3514 or 1•800•237•811S

'93 Mercury Grand
Marquis GS 4 Dr

$2 0, 167

•

15 after $1,500 Factory Rebate Ser# 645957

I

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Quality is Job 1.

